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Homecoming
Concert
Features
Morningstar
By MARK NEALON

when they were still performing
at high schools and night clubs.
This Saturday, October 7, They were finally discovered a
1978, the students of UMR will few years later by Good Karma
experience the power of a high- Recordings in Kansas City, who
intensity performance that negotiated with Columbia
comes with the recently records to finance the tapes on
sprouting band by the name of which the band would evenMorningstar. The Homecoming tually record their first demo.
concert will take place at 8:00 That was really all it took, and
tha t evening in the Gale since then Morningstar has
Bullman Multi-Purpose greatly increased its audience
Building. Two tickets may be on the national scene, appurchased with each UMR pea ring cross-country with
student ID for $2.00 apiece in the such big-name performers as Schedule on Pg. 2
University Center beginning Styx, REO Speedwagon,
Tuesday, October 3, and con- Kansas, Head East, and Led
tinuing
through
Friday, Zeppelin.
October 6 from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30
The style of Morningstar's
p.m. each day. Tickets will be music has best been dubbed as a
on sale the day of the concert "neo-British midwestern rock,"
By MARILYN KOLBET
from 3:00 p.m. on at the multi- as it was early British artists
Monday, October 9, marks the
purpose building.
who influenced songwriters
Morningstar is Rick Bacus on Chambers and Bacus. The band start of the fifth annual UMRlead guitar and keyboards, mixes styles quite successfully, DNR
Conference
and
Jerry Chambers on guitar, complimenting a basically Exposition .on Energy.
All sessions are free and open
Michael Edmunds on guitar and hard-rock approach with good
singing lead vocals, drummer acoustic material, and soaring to the public . Those wishing to
Greg Harris and Greg Leech on melodic patterns. Their lyrics attend should register first. A
bass guitar and bass sym- are straight forward and their final program listing speakers
thesyic .
Morningstar
is vocals are brilliant, wearing and papers at the luncheons and
originally from Kansas City, dynamic harmonies into both sessions will be available at
and was the first band from that their synthesized and acoustic registration. Luncheon tickets
city to be signed with a major phases. The actual force behind can be purchased there also.
record company in the '70's. Morningstar's original music is Those Wishing to attend a
"Morningstar," the bands the close-harmony guitar speech following a luncheon,
debut album, was released in playing of Chambers and but not the luncheon itself, are
April of this year under the CBS Bacus, and the dynamic solo advised to come thirty minutes
label (Columbia), and is performances that occur in after the scheduled start of the
musically dynamic and very their act. Fascinating stage luncheon and take seats in the
aggressive. The second of their gimmicks add to the band's back of the St. Pat's ballroom.
Conference Director Dr. J.
many albums under the 8-year stunning stage presence, and
contract with Columbia is to be the show as a whole should Derald Morgan, electrical
hopefully recorded this month. prove to be very satisfying as a engineering department head ,
The band was originally result.
. urges students to attend
formed in 1969 under guitarist
sessions that interest them.
Mike Waggoner, who has since
Morningstar strives for a
"I suggest that students atbecome its manager. With the great deal of professionalism in tend any session that has
incorporation of Edmunds in every facet of the band, from anything to do with anything
1976, the band was soon to be the
stage
crew
·and they are studying in classes,"
underway on its road to even- management to what the band commented Dr. Morgan.
tual national acclaim.
does on and off stage. A
One of the speakers at this
Actually , Morningstar has prestigious performance is year's conf.. r .. nce is Mrs.
been playing exclusively guaranteed, so it is highly Alberta Slavin, commissioner
original material since they suggested that it not be passed of the Missouri Public Service
were travelling the local by. What Morningstar has to Commission. Also attending is
midwest circuit back in 1973, offer UMR is hard to come by. Mrs. O'Halloran, director of

r

MORNING STAR

Energy Conference Opens
Region 7 for the Department of
Energy.
"Students shouldn't miss this
opportunity to interact with
these and other important
people . Last year students
cornered Richard Kennedy, a
senior commissioner on the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission , and he spent a lot of
time answering their questions
straight out. "
"I hope a lot of students will
come, " continued Dr. Morllan.

"because 1 think that this is a
major opportunity to have
experts on energy and companies displaying energyrelated equipment available for
questions. ' ,
A total of 29 displays will be
set up for the expOSition in the
Gale Bullman
Multi-purpose
Building. ApprOximately 75-8G
companies are expected to show
for the conference and exposition which runs through
next Thursday, October 12.

What's Inside
- Homecoming Schedule
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-EqualRightsAmendment
-Downstown's 'Energy
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Theta Tau Homecoming Disco
Manor.nn, 8:00, Tonigh t
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Thursday
IIODEL RR CLUB
An organizational meeting of the Model Railroad Club will
be held Thursday. October 5.8 p.m. In the Meremac Room.
211 University Center East. (New building. 2nd noor.

lOutheast corner. )
Whatever your special Interest or talent. there Is a place
lor It here. A brief clinic wUl be presented on the history and
development 01 the hobby.

UMR PHOTO CLUB
11Ie UMR Photo Club will meet Thursday. October 5. at

7:00 p.m. In the Ozark Room 01 the Old Student Union.
Darkroom Improvements will be discussed.
All members are urged to attend.
TRAP AND SKEET
1be UMR Trap and Skeet Club will have a meeting
Thursday. Oct. 5 at 7:00 p.m . In room 103 EE. Plans for the
upcoming tournament will be discussed. All members please
attend.
ASTRONOMY GROUP
1be UMR Astronomy Group will hold Its monthly meeting
Ionlte (Oct. 5) at 7:301n room 104 of the Physics building.
Open house wUl be Friday from 7:3G-IO:00. Objects 01
Interest will be the moon. Venus. and various nebulae.
ARCHERY CLUB
All persons (student and faculty) Interested In forming an
Archery Club. come to our second meeting In 216 of the Old
Student Union (West). Thurs .. Oct. 5 at 7:00 p.m. There are
several already. so come and let·s get something going.
II-CLUB
Thursday. Oct. 5. at 7:00 p.m . M-Club will have a general
membership meeting In the M .E. Bldg .• Room 121. Meeting Is
10 discuss homecoming activities.

Noday
NSBE
The N~tlonai Society of Black Engineers will resume
meetings this semester on alternating Wednesdays starting
October 4. The next meeting Is scheduled for October 25.

BLUE KEY "MINER OF THE MONTH"
Once again. Blue Key Is sponsoring Its "Miner 01 the
Month" competition. honoring outstanding leadership lor a
particular event In a campus organization In a given month.
II your organization Is Interested In nominating one 01 Its
members lor that bonor for the month of September.
sppllcatlons are available lrom your club president. or at the
Candy Counter. All applications are to be returned to the
Candy Counter no later than October 9. Any questions - p
contact Jay Fisher at 364-9823.
NOTICE
1be Collegiate Section of the Missouri Academy of Science
will be held on Friday. April 27. There are school plaques and
cash awards In the areas (1) Biological Science. (2)
Chemistry and Geology. (3) Physics and Engineering. and
(4) Social Science. Undergraduate students should plan and
start their research lor this competition In the fall. Also
papers entered In professional societies can also be entered
In the MAS. Please send paper titles to Richard Anderson.
Physics Dept.. UMR by Feb. IS. 1979.

THE ROLLA-MONTAUK CENTURY RIDE
Come see Fall "happen" In Missourl's prettiest
countrySide while challenging your cycling prowess and
stamina. This UMR Cycling Club-sponsored event Is open to
all riders and merely requires a bike. some desire and $1.50
registration lee to cover fruit and drink provided at rest
stops. There will be a sag wagon for the unexpected. Contact
Lew Welngarth. 314-341-3341. for more Inlormation.

TRANS-AlIA MX

Friday
CAREER DAY
Eta Kappa Nu Is sponsoring a Career Day In the E .E.
building this Friday. October 6. lrom 1:30 to 5:00 p.m.
Twenly-three companies are providing employment
representatives and some are bringing equipment displays.
For freshmen and students who haven't chosen a major. this
Is a good opporlunlly to lind out just what an Electrical
Engtneer does on the job.
HOMECOMING BONFIRE
Come on out to the Homecoming Bonllre. Friday. Oct. 6 at
7:00 p.m. behind the Jackling Field House. Start the night out
right by joining In the bonllre activities as we rally with the
Miners. Also. the award for the most burnables collected will
be presented to the winning organization .

On Sunday. October 22. Cycle World in SI. Peters.
Mo .. will play host to the best motocross racers in the
U.S. and the world. as the 1978 Trans·AMA motocross
championship comes to the mid·west. If you are
interested in seeing the world's most exciting spectator
sport as performed by the world's best racers. the UMR
Motorcycle Club can help you out. We will be ordering
advance
tickets.
and
if
needed.
providing
transportation to and from the races (or UMR students.
For detailS. call Dave at 364·6968.
HOMECOMING PIE EATING CONTEST
All organizations are invited to compete in the annual
KK-TB Pie Eating Contest which takes place after the
pajama race at the Homecoming Football Game.
Applications can be picked up at the band office in
Harris Hall . For information call Peter Scholtes at 341·
2548 or Tom Hayes at 364·6457.

REFERENDUM RESULTS

Saturday
NOTICE
If you dor.' t kr.ow what's happening today, forget it!

Monday
UNIVERSJTY DAMES
Unlverslly DAMES wUl meet Monday night. October 9. at
7:00 p.m. In Room 105 of the Electrical Engineering Building.
OUr guest speaker will be a Disco Dance Teacher.
Relreshments will lollow the meeting. Babysitting will be
provided.

The Student Union Council sponsored a general
student body referendum the week of Sept. 18-22. The
following are some selected results. 236.5 referendums were returned. "NR" indicates "No Respon-

se."
Q. 1: Are you aware of another fee increase for next
year to again inflate the value of education? Yes: 72.1
percent; No: 12.1 percent; NR: 25.8 percent.
Q. 2: Should UMR build a new library or improves(ugh!) the existing one? Yes : 98.1 percent;
No: 0.4 percent; NR : 0.4 percent.
Q. 3: Should St. Pat be required to be a Queen
Candidate? Yes: 50 percent; No: 50 percent; NR: 50
percent.
Q. 4: Are you aware that "Blue Cloud" is not just
another campus organization? Yes: 10.5 percent; No:
87.2 percent; NR: 2.4 percent.

The Missouri Miner
TIle IOSSOURI MINER Ia!be o/I1dal pubUcatlon of tbe _
of !be UDlvenlty
o f " - at Rolla. It Ia ~ _ y at Rolla. _ . 'lbllIOSSOURI
MINER 1 _ actIvltlelof !be1ludeall1Dd faculty 0/ UMR.

Ed Latimer (364-9885)
John Martine (364-9769)
Dennis Emily (364-9792)
Bob Burchett t :1&1·559:\ J
Karen Downer (364-3455)
Harry Burford 1341-23521
Bill Frank (364-8115)
Dr. Curtis Adams (341-4809)

Editor
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
News ~:ditor
Features Editor
Photo Editor
Sports Editor
Faculty Advisor

Q:

6: Are you finally aware of STUB's
" On the Loose Foot" rental program?
Yes : 12.5 percent; No: 12.6 percent;
NR : 74.9 percent.

Staff Personnel:
R. Miller. M. Kolbet. M. Haslett.
S. Rackers. L. Ponzer. C. Ranson. J . Crow. P . Pollock.
M. Richardson. M. Tegethoff. R . Willis. R . Schmitt. T.
Ziegler. G . Maurer. D. Weaver. W. Sliver. B. Spe ncer
G. Avul a. J . Ri ch
IIIDer ofllce pbooe 341-4235.
SUboc:rtptloos are ayallable 10 !be .....ral readenblp at a rate 01 ~.OO per

aemeoter.

ArtIcle8 IDd pbo/DII lor pubIlcatlon ID !be MINER must be III by , p.m.

MeDlay before prioUng on Thursday.
TIlE IOSSOURI MINER
T-I
Unlvenlty of Mtsaour1-RoIla

Rona. MO 65401

Q. 5: Are you aware that Auxiliary
Enterprises investigates complaints
through the CIA? Yes: 1.0 percent; No:
0.1 percent; NR: 98.9 percent.

011

Q. 7: What kind of music would you
like to hear at STUB's concerts?
(Percentages below are most favored)
- Boogie-Woogie 42 percent
- Italian Disco 10 percent
- Country Disco 12 percent
- Bottom 40 5.0 percent
- Morningstar 0.1 percent

This Space Is Here Because
It's Late Wednesday Night,
We Have Tests, Like Sleep,

And The Beer Tasted Goodl
EGLandPda

_____________________•

Energy
Conference
Schedule
MONDAY,OCT.9
All conference sessions will be held iii the UMR
University Center and the Mechanical Engineering
Building.
The exposition will be held in the Gale-Bullman
Multi-Purpose Building and parking lot.
Luncheons - St. Pat's Ballroom
Social Hour - Chancellors Residence
Banquet - Centennial Hall, University Center East
6:00 p.m.-l0:00 p.m. Conference Registration
7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Exposition
TUESDAY,
10
7:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Conference Registration .
7:30 a.mAI:30 a.m. Author's Breakfast
8:45 a.m.-9:45 a.m. General Session (Introduction,
. Welcome, Keynote Address)
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Exposition
10:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Sessions: Solar Energy I,
Economics of Energy I, Electrical Energy Systems &
Control, Wind Energy, Energy Extension Programs,
Nuclear Energy.
12:15 p.m.-l:45 p.m. Luncheon
9~00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Exposition
2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Sessions: Solar Energy n,
Chemical Energy, Energy and the Environment I
Building Energy Usage, Political and Social Implications of Energy, Economics of Energy n
7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Exposition

ocr.

WEDNESDAY, ocr. 11

7:30 a.mAI:45 a.m. Author's Breakfast
8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Conference Registration
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Exposition
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Sessions: Solar Energy In,
Modeling of Solar Systems, Energy Regulation,
Residential Case Studies of Energy, Conservation.
Energy Management, Energy from Biomass.
12:15 p.m.-l:45 p.m. Luncheon
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Exposition
2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Sessions: Solar Energy IV,
Energy and the Environment II, Industrial Energy
Conservation I, Fuel Economy in Transportation,
Utilization of Wood Products.
6:30 p.m.-7 :30 p.m. Social Hour
8:00 p.m. Banquet.

THURSDAY, ocr. 12

7:30 a.m.-8:45 a.m. Author's Breakfast
8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m . Conference Registration
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Exposition
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Sessions: Solar Energy V,
Energy-Resources Simulator Workshop, Industrial
Energy Conservation II, Waste Heat Utilization,
Energy-Resources Exploration and Extraction.

Placement Office
Bulletin
Seniors in Mechanical, Electrical 8Dd Chemical all of you may be interested in the following companies:
Gould, INC
Gulf Oil Corporation
The Maytag Company
Shell Companles+
Commonwealth Edison Company
General Motors
Factory Mutual Engineering Corporatlon+
+ Tapes In the campus library on these.
Attention Dec. graduates: Remember to fill out
plant trip forms in the Placement Office.
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UMRFreshman
Saves Lives
David J . Wrobel. 17. of
Kirkwood.
was
honored
Tuesday for helping to save two
women from a burning car last
year.
Wrobel. an Eagle Scout.
received the Honor Medal of the
National Council of the Boy
Scouts of America. Only 33
other Honor Medals have been
awarded to scouts nationwide.
He was honored at a meeting
of the Executive Board of the
St. Louis Area Council at the
Bel Air Hilton Hotel.
Wrobel helped remove the

women from the car after it·was
struck from the rear Sept. 23.

urn, on Forest Park Avenue.

just east of Kingshighway.
He was working as a parking
lot attendant at a restaurant
nearby. The women were
seriously burned.
The St. Louis Board of Police
Commissioners honored Wrobel
in October.
Wrobel. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph J . Wrobel Jr. , 1020
Curran Avenue. is a freshman
at the University of Missouri at
Rolla in M.E. - From the St.
LoUis Post-Dispatch.

Charity Softball Held
This past weekend, Kappa
Alpha held its 3rd Annual
Charity Softball Tournament
for the benefit of Muscular
Dystrophy. This year's tourney
proved to be a huge success.
The weather cooperated very
nicely. offering bright sunshine
throughout both afternoons. In
all, seven teams competed, 'with
the
team
sponsored
by
Meramec Electrical Products
Company (MEPCO) prevailing
in the championship game over
Alex's Pizza.
The other partiCipating teams
were TJ 5th floor, Phi Kappa
Theta, Sigma Pl, Kappa Alpha.

and the Kappa Alpha Pledge
Class.
Speaking for Kappa Alpha, I
wish to express my sincere
appreciation to all the teams
involved for their part in this
charitable event. It proves once
again that, as UMR Miners, we
can 'participate in worthy
activities and enjoy ourselves
at the same time. ' Special
thanks are also in order to Jim
Key of Key Sportswear and
Bruce Bales, Campus Rep for
Norman DeLeo Distributing Co.
for their contributions to the
tournament.
Lee L . Clauss Jr.

Gifts totaling $24,000 were recently presented to the University of Missouri-Rolla from the
E.I. du Pont de Nemours Company. Those present at the presentation ceremony were:
left to right, L R. NuS5, director of career develoDment and Dlacement for UMRi Dr. Jim
C. Pogue, UMR's asst. chancellor i '
Dr. Donald W. Lyon, Du Pont college relations
program representative, and Dr. T.R. Faucett, chairman of the mechanical engineering
department at. UMR. ~MR plans to u~e the u~restricted gift from Du Pont for develop.
ment program In chemical and mechanical engineering and for the minority Engineering
Program.

News
75 Years Forsigl11a Nu
By BILL COPPOC
On January 23, 1903, twelve
men were initiated as the
charter members of the
Gamma Xi Chapter of Sigma
Nu Fraternity. The installation
was performed by the eleventh
Grand Chapter at the Rolla
Masonic Temple, making
Sigma Nu the first Greek-letter
fraternity on the Rolla campus.
This Homecoming, the
chapter will hold its official 75th
Anniversary Celebration. The
activities will include private
parties at the house Friday and
Saturday nights, an alumni tea
Saturday afternoon, and a
formal banquet at the Manor
Inn Saturday evening featuring
Dr. Randall Capps as the
keynote speaker. Dr. Capps is
Chairman of the Department of
Speech and Theater at Western
Kentucky University, and' a
Grand Councilman of Sigma Nu

Fraternity .
The chapter began by
meeting at various temporary
locations until it first leased the
white house at 1007 Main Street,
its present home. The brick
house at 1005 Main was constructed in 1965. Through the
years, many of the campus
leaders have been Sigma Nu's.

including the fIrst editor of the
Miner, as well as many class
Presidents , organizational
officers, and varsity sports
captains.
The Brothers of Sigma Nu feel
that the past 75 years have been
very successful, and look forward to as much success in the
future.

Handel's Oratorio
By GLORIA AVULA
Two public performances of
George Fredfick Handel's
monumental
oratorio
are
scheduled for presentation on
Sunday, December 3, in Rolla's
First Baptist Church. The
University Choir. University
Orchestra. and the Special
"Messiah" Community Choir
will preform.
Adult singers in Rolla and the
surrounding vicinity are invited
to take part in the special
"Messiah" Choir at the

University of Missouri-Rolla.
On Thursday evening from
7: 15 to 8:30 p.m. in Room 101 of
the old cafeteria on the
University
campus,
the
Community Choir will rehearse
with the orchesira.
Choral musicians who are
experienced and interested in
Joining the choir are asked to
come to Thursday's rehearsal
or contact Joel Kramme,
instructor in music and director
of the "Messiah." at Harris
Hall, G-8, (phone 341-4185).

UMR Receives Donations
By MARK IIASLE'lT

Several grants and donations
have been received by UMR
over the past year. In August
alone. $132.314 was received by
the development office. Some of
the more notable grants are as
follows:
(1) A grant of $1,000 from the
Mlss')uri Arts Council to
support a "Presentation of
Handel's Messiah."
(2) A $226,200 grant from the

HEW Office of Education for
. "Full-time
Masters'
and
Doctoral Programs !n Mining.
Mineral
and
Energy
Engineering. "
(3) "A Study of Glow
Discharge Polymerization as a
Means of Preparing Composite
Reverse Osmosis Membranes
with Ultrathin Skin," is the titie
of one grant from the Office of
Water
Research
and
Technology
of
the
U.S.
Department of the Interior in
the amount of SI04.929.

(4) A grant of $14,900 from the
HEW Office of Education
entitled " Determinants of
Career Goals in College Bound
and Non~llege Bound Young
Women."

Donations made to various
scholarship
funds
totaled
$46,315. Contributions to various
development
funds
in
departments and offices totaled
$61,650. Gifts in kind, with an
estimated value of $373, were
received from six individuals.
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Career Day

Scheduled Friday
Eta Kappa Nu, the Electrical
Engineering Honor Society, is
sponsoring a Career Day
Friday, October 6, 1:30 to 5:00
p.m. ,
in
the
Electrical
Engineering Building. Twentythree companies from all over
the United States will be on
hand to discuss industrial job
opportunities. For freshmen
and students who haven't
chosen a major, this is a good
opportunity to find out just what
an Electrical Engineer does on
the job.
The
General
Motors
Corporation will have several
different divisions represented.

Vlastnik
WinsUMC
Tourney
On Sunday, September 24,
four UMR chess enthusiasts
ventured to Columbia to play in
the University of MissouriColumbia'S Sunday Swiss Chess
Tournament.
Of
the
twenty-three
participants in this four round,
United States Chess Federation
(USCF) rated event, only one
would walk away with the first
place prize - and, Richard
Vlastnik, a UMR student, did
just that.
. Of the other three UMR
representatives, Bob Belt won
the Class D division by drawing
his fourth game against a
stronger Class D player.
Charles Lewis and Dennis
Glascock also played in the
tournament, but neither had the
success that Belt and Vlastnik
bad found that day.
These four chess players,
along with other UMR students,
meet on a regular weekly basis
as members of the UMR Chess
ClUb. The Chess Club meets
every Tuesday night at 7:30 in
the Ozark Room of the Student
Center-West. Selden Trimble, a
mathematics teacher at UMR,
is the club's advisor.
On October 28 and 29, the
UMR Chess Club will host the
UMR Fall Open. It is a USCF
rated, five round event, and it
bas become one of the more
popular tournaments in the
state of Missouri. Many
excellent chess players from
across the state will be here.
Any interested persons who
would like to participate in this
tournament should corne to a
Chess Club meeting, or should
contact Dr. Selden Trimble in
the Math-Computer Science
Building in room 321.

Support
Miner

included in their displays will
be a 1979 Cadillac Seville
equipped with a Trip Computer.
The Trip Computer includes a
series of pre-programmed
functions of microprocessor
provi>ie
systems
which
information to the driver; i.e.,
the car's instantaneous speed,
trip average speed, average
fuel economy. and engine rpms.
The GM display is just one 01
the many interesting displays
that will be shown during the
afternoon.
Among
other
companies to be represented
will be Hewlett-Packard. IBM.
Monsanto. Standard Oil of
California,
McGraw-Edison.
ALCOA.
Union
Electric.
Sverdrup & Parcel, and the
Emerson Motor Division.
Students are invited to come
to the EE Building Friday
afternoon to browse through the
displays and talk with the
Electrical
Engineers
and
employment representatives
from some of the top firms in
the United States.

T~e GM .Career Day display will include the 1979 Cadillac Seville, which is equipped
With a triP c~mputer to give a di~ital readout of speed, fuel economy and rpms.
.: Last week s SAE-ASME meeting featured the turbocharge Buick Regal, shown on
display by the hockey puck.

FRANK SMITH

LARRY VANCE'
Our President

Your Rolla Electronic's Experts
If It's Electronic•.. We Can Repair It

Free Encrusting and Engraving

RANDY BARNARD

RANCO, INC.

Rolla Representative

Electronic Laboratories
807 Rolla Street
Rolla, Missouri 65401
364-4332
Lab Technician

Telephone
(314) 364-5069

You asked for it, now you're going
to get it! LEAF T-SHIRTS.
3 styles, S-M·L-XL

HARREL FINN

FRANK BURGESS

Josten's College Rings

Field Technician
..,...•••••>?..............

RATHSKELLER LOUNGE

THE SUPERIOR Oil COMPANY

-presents-

2-FERS

2 Beers For The Price Of One
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday-5-6

WILL BE ON CAMPUS
:

We are located under the old Greyhound Bus Station. :

Superior is one of the largest independent oil and gas producers
in the United Slates. We cond uct exploration and production of
crude oil and natural gas on and offshore in 18 of the Western
and Gulf Coast Stotes and several foreign countries .
The Company is currently in a growth phase offering training
and advancemen t opportunities for individuals who ore selfstarters and have a hi story of achievement.

REE

Superior offers excellent compensa t ion and full benefits including life and medical insurance , a savings and inve stment
plan. educat ional a ssista nce , a relocation plan a retirement
plan , 10 holidays , 2 weeks of v acation and sick leave .

Interviewing for: GEOLOGISTS
GEOPHYSICISTS
Contact your placement office for an appointment.

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.

The Superior Oil Company

(offer expires Dec . 31 . 1978)

Advertisers

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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The following Is a schedule of activities taking place during the University of
Missourl·Rolia homecoming weekend Oct. 6-7.
Friday, Oct. 6
9 a.m.·4: 30 p.m. - Registration, lobby of Gale Bullman Multl.Purpose
\I'
uildlng
10a.m.·2 p.m.- Meeting, MSM·UMR Alumn Association Board of Directors,
University Center
.
5: 30 p.m. - Registration resumes at St. Pat's Church Recreation Hall
5:30-7 p.m. - Social hour, St. Pat's Church Recreation Hall (directly north of
mpus), tickets necessary
7p.m.-MClubBonflreandpeprally, Intram~ral Field
,
9 p.m.·1 a.m. - Class of '53 sponsored dance for returning alumni, St. Pat's
urch Recreation Hall, music by UMR Drifters, tlc:kets necessary
9 p.m.-1 a.m. - Student Union Board sponsored dance for students, Centennial
Hall, music by Mack's Creek, eight queen finalists Introduced (about 10 p.m.), no
tickets necessary

Slltunllly, Oct. 7
8 a.m.·noon - Registration resumes, lobby of Gale Bullman Multl·Purpose
Building
l1:30a.m. - "Fleld House Feed," buffet luncheon for aU alumni and friends,
reserve seating for reunion classes, class pictures will be taken, tickets
necessary
1:05 p.m. - Pre·game ceremonies featuring ple-eatlng and pajama race
contests, Jackllng Field
.
1:30 p.m. - Football game klck-off, Mlners' vs Cape Girardeau Indians,'
Jackllng Field, tickets necessary. (Halftime program features Miner Band,
award of contest trophies and announcement and coronation of homecoming
queen and her court.)
6: 15-6: 55 p.m. - Social hour In Miner Lounge, University Center
7·9 p.m. - Alumni Awards Banquet, Centennial Hall, University Center,
tickets necessary
8 p.m. - Student Union Board sponsored concert by Morningstar, Gale
Bullman Multi· Purpose Building, tickets necessary (purchase with student 1.0.)
9 p.m. - Annual meeting of the MSM·UMR Alumni Association, Immediately
following awards banquet in Centennial Hall

Further Informatlon 'or tickets to the Individual events sponsored by alumni
may be obtained from the MSM·UMR Alumni Association office before Friday,
Oct. 6, at 109 Harris Hall (phone 341·4171) or at the registration desk In the Gale
Bullman Multi.Purpose Building Friday and Saturday, Oct. 6-7.
Football tickets are available at the football field. Students may obtain tickets
to the homecoming concert in the University Center foyer (with 1.0. -limit two
tickets) from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. during the week or, at the door on Saturday,
beginning at 6 p.m.
Cost of the tickets Is'as follows: Friday Social Hour at St. Pat's, $S per person;
Class of '53 Dance, $S per person; "Field House Feed," $3 per person; Football
game, $3 per person (general admission); Alumni Awards Banquet, $6 per
person; and HomeComing Concert, $2 p.e r student.
Local alumni are requested to register at the Gale Bullman Multl.Purpose
~Building Friday or Saturday, so that returning alumni may know how to get In
touch.
.

Welcome Baclc

Joe Alumnus

Votel Votel
Beginning Wednesday, Oct. 4,
all UMR students will vote for

their choice for the 1978
Homecomiug Queen from
amoug the eight coeds. Students
may vote (by student I.D.
number) at .a booth set up
outside or iDside the University
Center (depending on tbe
weatbel'). Votiug takeI place
Wednesday,

Thursday

Dance in Centennial HaD (about
10 p.m.). 1be tbree candidates

with the bighest total votes will
be announced and introduced
during halftime ceremonies at
the football game Saturday
afternoon, Oct. 7.
1bequeen, candidate with the
bighest total of votes ~

duriug

the

call1pwl-wide

election, will he crowned at
time
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got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind."

PABST BREWING COMPANY.

\

Milwaukee. Peoria Helghl s. Newark. los Angeles, Pabst Georg
ia .
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Ranks

Engineering
SOURCE:OPI
The University of MissouriRolla was seventh in the
country in the number of
graduates with B.S. engineering
degrees and 11th in full-time
undergraduate engineering
enrollment in 1976-77, according
to an annual survey made by
the Engineering Manpower
Commission of the Engineeril
Joint Council.
The survey of 284 colleges and
uni versi ties reports a total of
40,095 bachelor's degree's
awarded during the academic
year which ended in June, 1977.
This was a slight increase over
1976, and the first increase since
the record high of 44,190
reported in 1972. As usual,
electrical engineering had the
largest number of graduates,
followed by civil, mechanical
'and chemical engineering.
In EMC's 1975-76 report, UMR
ranked sixth nationally in
engineering graduates and 13th
in full-time ' undergraduate
enrollment. For many years,
UMR has been among the
country 's
ten
largest
engineering education institutions. It is also Missouri's
largest engineering educator,
enrolling more than half the
state's 6,139 full-time undergraduate in 1977.
Schools reporting the highest
number of engineering degrees
in 1977 were: Purdue University, 'Lafayette, 895; University
of Illinois, Urbana, 1r17; Pennsylvania State University, 768;
University of Michigan, 683;
Georgia Ins ti tute of Technology,
632; Texas A. and M. University, 581; University of
Missouri-Rolla, 563; University
of California, Berkeley, 559;
University of Washington, 555;
Cornell University, 510.
Highest undergraduate
engineering enrollments were
reported by: Purdue Univer-

In
Degrees

5,930; Texas A. and M.
University, 5,827; Georgia
Institute of Technology, 5,418;
Illinois University, Urbana,
4,748; Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and University~ 3,988;
University of Texas, Austin,
3,940; Iowa State University,
4,265; Ohio State University,
3,761; University of Michigan,
3,619; University of MissouriRolla, 3,425.

The SME-ASME-sponsorecl Turbo-chargecl Buick Regal sitting out by the hockey puck on
display. Can we steal one for you?
( Photo by Pollock)

Mountaineering #1.

FUNDAMENTALS OF
MOUNTAINEERING
'

What is mountaineering all about? Funny you should ask
Because we just happen to have an answer. (Ah-h, life's little
coincidences.) Mountaineering is a skill, a science and an art.
Yet anyone
with a thirst for excellence and normally
developed
skills can master it. Simply study
and follow them faithfully ,'
J.J.VJ..J..UU/.LIJ

.......'II"''''~''''-,

Searching For
Committee
Search
Members
There will be several
positions vacated on the Board
of Curators as terms expire in
January of 1979. The student
government bodies of each of
the four University of Missouri
campuses are organizing
curator search committees to
recommend curator candidates
to Governor Teasdale . The
curators must be from the 1st,
2nd, 3rd or 6th congressional
districts.
The
prerequisite for the curator
,nominee
is
that
you
must be from one of these
congressional districts. The
districts cover most of greater
st. Louis, Missouri and northeastern Mlsaouri. Students
interested in serving on the
Rolla curator search committee
may pick up applications at the
Student Council office (Rm. 202,
Old Stu. Union). Applications
are due by Tuesday, October 10.
Names of possible curator
candidates may be submitted to
the Student Council office no
later than October 25. Contact
Joe Gladbach (341-4280) for
further information.

3

Now for
• tricky
Neophytes,
up: the proper
is straight down
the center of the
glass. Only in
this way will
the cold., invigorating taste of
the mountain
come to a head.

Don't just reach fur a beer.

BUSCH~ad

fur the mountains.
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UM R Re ce ive s
P& G Do na tio n
The Procter and Gamble
Paper Products Company,
headquar tered in Cincinnati,
Ohio, and with a plant in Cape
Girardeau, Missouri, recently
demonstrated their continued
support of the engineering
program here at UMR. At their
Missouri Industry Day display
on Septemher 19, 1978, they
presented the UMR student
chapter of the American
Society
of
Mechanical
Engineers with a check for $475.
This annual gift will be used, as
it has in past years, to help
defray the cost of sending a
delegate from the student
section to the ASME Winter
Annual Meeting. Proctor and
Gamble has displayed a

continuing interest in the
activities of the student section
of SME , which with a
membership of over 200
students is one of the largest
nationwide. It is one of
approximately
200
ASME
chapters in the country, and its
membership is open to all
engineering students at UMR.
The check was presented to
Dr. T.R. Faucett, chairman of
the Dept. of. Mech. and Aero.
Engineering, Dr. S.C. Lee,
ASME faculty advisor, and
Bruce Bales, ASME student
section president by Mr. Bob
Fogler and Mr. Gerald Meyr;
both UMR graduate s employed
by Proctor and Gamble in Cape
Girardeau, Missouri.

Obs erva tory Hou rs Exte nded
A combina tion of fine
weather, earlier darkness and
good-siz ed
crowds
have
prompted student members of
the University of Missouri-Rolla
Astronomy Club to extend the
hours at the weekly open house
at the UMR Observatory.
For the first two Fridays in
October (6 and 13) the observatory will be open from 7: 30
to 10p.m. Thereaft er, hours will
be 7 to 9 p.m. -through out the
winter months. Earlier viewing
hours should be more convenient for younger children,
but those under 12 must be
accompanied by an adult.
The public is invited to attend
the weekly Friday open house at
the observato ry, at no charge,
whenever the weather permits
viewing the night sky .
According to Mark Lee,
sophomo re in physics and
president of UMR's Astronomy
Club, the following items will be
featured during October:
October 6 - Venus, the moon,
Ring nebula, Dumbbell nebula
and various star clusters in the
Milky Way; Oct. 13 - Venus,
moon, Andromeda galaxy, star
clusters in Cassiope ia and
binary stars in Lyra and
Cygnus ; Oct. 20 - moon,
globular star clusters in
Aquariu s, open clusters in
Perseus and Orionid and
meteor showers; Oct. 27 Andromeda (bring binoculars),
Pleiades cluster (during the
latter part of session ), r ing
nebula and dumbbell nebula.
Everyon e is welcome to
participa te in these open
houses.
Visitors
should
remembe r to dre~_.!~_.!he

weather (there is no heat in the
observato ry) and please turn
off car lights entering and
leaving the parking lot.

Bob Fogler (far left) of Proctor and Gamble presenti ng an
annual gift for the student
section of ASME to (from right) Dr. T.R. Faucett, chairma
n Dept. of Mech, and Aero.
Engr., Bruce Bales, ASME student section presiden t, and
Dr. S,C. Lee, ASME Faculty
Adviser .

WHAT'SAH NSACAREER?

ItS different things to different people
Of course , all emplo ye es at the Nat.ional Sec urity
Agency have certain things in common : th ey a re
civilian employe es of the Departm ent of De fen se:
they are eng ag ed in tec hni cal proj ects vita l to our
nation's commun ications sec urit y or a foreign
intellige nce producti on mission: and th ey all enj oy
the benefits that accompa ny Fede ral employment.
Howeve r, the differen c es be tw ee n our career
opportu nities are just as interesti n g as the ir
similarit ies. For example_ ..
TO THE ELECTRONIC ENGINEER (BS/ MS): An NSA
career means delving into unique proj ec ts whi ch can
span every phase of the R&D cycle. An enginee r may
desi gn, develop , test and manage contract s on
commun i cation s, re cording, and informat ion s torag e
devic es and systems whose ca pacities and speed s
are still considered futuri sti c in mos t quart ers .

TO THE COMPUTER SCIENTIST (BS/ MS ): It means
appl ying hi s or her knowled ge in a wide ran ge of
sub·di scipline s such as syste ms design , systems programmin g. operatin g syst ems, compute r applicat ions
a nalys is. and re trieval sys tems .
TO THE MATHEM ATICI AN (MS ): A career means
de finin g. formulat ing. and solving complex commun ication s·rela ted problems . Statistic al mathem a tics ,
matri x algebra and combina torial analysis are just a
few of th e tools appli ed b y the NSA mathem atician.
Interes ted in learnin g more about the differen ce in
an NSA ca reer ? Schedul e an interview with us through
your Student Place ment Office today. If we do not
rec ruit on yo ur ca mp us . send a res ume to the address
given below .
U. S. citizen shi p is re quired.

ATTEN TION

Gradua ting Seniors
Decem ber-19 78
Mining Enginee rs
Metallur gical Enginee rs
E.E. & Mech. Enginee rs
Before accepting an offer this
year, let us refer your job in·
terest to hundreds of mining

compa n ies in all par ts of the
USA . Will insure you maxim u m exposure for the best

openings available. No cost
or oblig a tion on your port.
Employe r poys all fees.
Please r ush yo ur res um e or
qual ifications sheet to :

M INING
PLACEM ENTS , INC.
2600 So uth Porker Rood
Two Pork e r Place
Suite No . III
Aurora , Colorado 80014

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Attn : M321
Fo rt George G. Meade, Marylan d 20755
An Eq ual Opportu nit y Employe r mi L
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ERA: -We Need If
By Carla Danzer
The first women's convention
in America was held in Seneca
Falls, New York, in 1848. Susan
B. Anthony, a famous female
suffragette, and Sojourner
'Ih1th, a reknowned religious
slave - and spiritual orator,
heatedly proclaimed that
women should be seen as equal
through our nation's eyes. In
essence, these women were and
many women since them have
been fighting for an Equal
Rights Ammendment to the
U.S. Constitution which states:
Equality of rights under the
law shall not be denied or
abridged by the U.S. or any
state on account of sex.
Tha t is all there is to the ERA,
legally speaking; yet if our
constitution is to demand equal
opportunity for the sexes, then
perhaps our social codes and
conducts will have to alter
themselves accordingly.
As of 1976, 37.4 percent of our
country's labor force were
women; 47 percent of Poland's
labor force were women, and
51.4 percent of Russia's jobholders were female. Why the
abrupt contrast between our
Democratic society's and these
communistic countries' labor
statistics? Experts can only
hypothesize. Rurally~riented
societies in which little
physical labor was required to
sustain existence are often

equated, by modern-day
feminists, as the perfect
society: women and men had
the same opportunities and
were considered equal. Both
sexes raised children, both
erected
living
quarters,'
everyone hunted minimally and
farmed together. As societies
"progressed," into agrarian
cultures, the distinction between females and males
became more pronounced. Me_n
worked in the fields and women
took care of the home and offspring. Eventually, when the
19th Century rolled around,
most women were considered
beneath the men in politics,
national affairs, and scholastic
abilities. American colleges
weren't even open to women
until mid-1800'S, and a few
didn't allow coed students until
1950.

plified not only by the fact that a
mere 37.4 percent of our labor
force is women, but also by the
publication of the Council of
Economic Advisers, which said
that women who work full-time
and year-round receive only 66
percent of the salary which men
do. Obviously, the majority of
wom-en workers are in lowerpaying positions. Thirty-five
percent of all female laborers
are in clerical positions (nonmanagerial), as compared to
7.6 percent of the male workers
in the same positions. Craftsmen and foremen are
predominantly male: 21.2
percent of the male labor force
are in foremen-craftsmen
positions, and only 1.8 percent
of female employees are.
Perhaps the opportunities are
just not present for women to
obtain higher-paying, more
specialized jobs. Perhaps
Some socio-sexual scientists women have no incentive to
feel that as our society acquire these jobs. The ERA is
progresses, sexual distinction proposing that women shall not
will lessen, and women will be discriminated against when
again enjoy the honor and they are applying for jobs.
responsibility of equality with . President Kennedy appointed
men. Thus, at this intermediate a Commission of the Status of
level of ·social complexity, our Women, in 1963. The Equal Pay
ideas and codes concerning the Act of 1963 requires that women
sexes may only be delecterious receive equal pay for jobs
requiring the same skills under
to women. The andfogynous similar working conditions.
idea mlist be realized if the
ERA is to be passed and ef- Executive orders 11375 and
11478 prohibit any governfective.
mental agency to discriminate
on the basis of sex; yet women
Currently, our society does still receive fewer veteran
not consider men and women to benefits and matriarchal
be capable of the same families are twice as likely to be
responsibilities in the job poor as patriarchal families
market. This point is exem- are.

Ediletters
III111

111II1

STATEMENTOF POLICY
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily represent the opinion or policies
of the MISSOURI MINER. The edileHers section is the sanctuary of the general
public. All leHers submiHed will, as in the past, be printed in their unaltered and
original form when space in this newspaper permits.
appeared last week. I am the
deliveries.
5. Fruit is available at Food Committee chairman at
RaylMeals
approximately 40 percent of all TJ and I talked to the ·Director
of Food Services the day the
meals.
6. Menu's are planned in letter appeared in the Miner. I
Dear Editors.
accordance with the "Basic therefore, have a broader view
of what is involved in feeding
This letter Is in response to Four" of nutrition.
7. Meals at all three outlets over a thousand students than
last week's letter from student
of
two
entrees, most students.
consist
number 49340.
With a minimum of effort, the vegetables, and various salads,
desserts.
First of all, the present
following facts have been and
8. Salads
are
always dormitory menu was prepared
found :
available.
by a graduate student (PhD.
1. Fewer than 10 'dormies'
conclusion, a balanced diet candidate) with an extensive
pay $200-month room and is Inalways
available to the background In nutrition. If we
board.
2. Since August 1978, the individual who selects the all ate what a dietitian fed us,
we would be twenty pounds
amount of sugar (glaze) on proper foods .
lighter and very regular. Most
breakfast rolls has been a KJ. Powell
students wouldn't even eat
matter of personal choice.
Number 42576
what 's really good for them.
3. All fruit juices are made, Chm. RHA Food Committee
For example, how many
according to manufacturer's
students eat the liver and onions
directions,
from
standard
TJMeals
served on occasions. Very few.
concentrates.
Yet they eat hamburgers in
4. All food served in Rayl,
Dear
Editor
&
No.
49340,
mass quantities. Students want
T.J _, and University Center
something
that tastes good.
comes from the same source.
I am writing in response to
The food managers have no
Icont,
on pg . 15)
control over the quality of the "No Nutrition " letter tha t

It is a well-known fact
(though not statistically proven
here) that there is a consistent
failure to promote women to
high ranks of administration
and full professorships. This is
discrimination. Women's attrition rates are also higher
than men's.

Sexual assymetry does not
have to exist. The rank. of status
of females in society may be
related directly to the opportunities offered them. Alice
Paul first offered an Equal
Rights proposal (concerning
wome'l) in 1923, during the
early, post-suffrage years.
When WW1I occurred, women
left their hOmes and assumed

manaserial and necesaitously
high-skilled
positions.
American women were closer
then, to equality with men than
they'd ever been before or
since: They were needed, and
they came through.
Women need the ERA, yet our
society may desperately need
this ammendment more.
Women make honorable contributions to the job market,
and should not be stifled in
clerical and operative positions.
The people of this country are
ready for a change: American
females have alot to offer
America, and they deserve the
chance to prove it.

Newton's Third Law:

Conservation

of
Energy
As the fall semester began at
UMR returning faculty and
students fouod the atmosphere
a little more subdued than it has
been in previous years.
This condition is not one of
mood. Nor does It signify that
individuals are any less
enthusiastic in their pursuit of
knowledge. It simply means
that somewhere between 4,500
and 5,000 lights have been
turned off in the 89 permanent
and temporary buildings on
campus since last March.
According to Bob Marlow
director of UMR's physical
plant, the program began as
part of the campus effort to
conserve energy.
"We have been successful in
our
overall
conservation
program,"
Marlow reports.
"Consumption of energy on
campus has been reduced. The
lighting system changes are
just one portion of our efforts in
that area.
"In making these reductions
in the number of lights
available in our buildings, we
found several reasons to
concentrate on the lighting
program and make It more or
less permanent. For one thing,
disconnecting these lights
means we will be using 215,515
fewer
watts
of
power.
Considering that these lights
were turned on an average of 10
hours a day, five or six days a
wee/t, it means we will avoid
spending about $17,250 per year
for electricity (at current
rates).
"This doesn't mean our
electric bill will be $17,250 less

next year," he continues,
"because with inflation and
increased rates for electricity,
our power expenses will
probably be higher this year
than last. But, with the
decrease in wattage, at least we
will avoid paying the $17,250."
The "lights out" program Is
not an arbitrary one. As part of
the energy conservation efforts,
Interim Chancellor Jim C.
Pogue appointed one person in
each building to act as a
conservation officer last spring.
UMR electricians consult with
this person in each building ·and
decisions to disconnect lights in
offices,
laboratories
and
classrooms are the result of a
jOint study by them and, in most
Instances, the individuals using
the space.

"This program has forced
everyone to review lighting
requirments in terms of the
type of natural lighting
available and actual use in each
specific instance," Marlow
explains. "The most important
consideration has been to be
sure we don't cut out so much
lighting that it will cause eye
strain for anyone individual. "
Lights may be a little dimmer
on campus in some areas but,
lJMR is making more efficient
use of its lighting system. The
program has caused almost
everyone on campus to be
aware of energy conservation
and evaluation of necessary
electrical power usage. Of
course, avoiding the cost of
extra lighting helps the budget
too.
Reprinted
from
DATELINE, Sept. 1978.
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Tangy apple cider, freshly
made from Missouri apples ...a
leafy tapestry of gold and red,
set ablaze by the afternoon
sun ... the hearty oom-pah of
German music - these are just
a few of the things awaiting
travelers throughout Missouri
this fall.
As summer slowly fades,
sunny
days
and
crisp
nights herald the return of
autumn. In this season of
special beauty, MissOuri Is
especially
popular
with
travelers. From the fields and
forests of northern Missouri to
the Ozark hills in the south,
nature's magic transforms the
state into a patchwork quilt of
crimson, yellow and dark gold,
accented by the rippling blue of
rivers and lakes.
Although summer's hectic
pace has slowed, there are still
plenty of special activities , says
the Missouri Division of
Tourism. There are numerous
fall crafts festivals around the
state, such as those at Neosho
<Oct. 7-8) and Arrow Rock <Oct.
14-15), Those who tire of apple
cider can sample Missouri wine
(and old-world atmosphere )
during the Octoberfest at
Her mann (Oct. 14, 21 and 28) .
Missouri has events with
names intriguing enough to lure
the curi ous traveler . Who
could resist Aurora's Houn'
Dawg Marching Festival <oct.
14) or the Cass County Log
Cabin Festival at Harrisonville
<Oct. 6-8)? And there are
crowd-pleasing events in the big
cities, too, like Kansas City's
famed American Royal Rodeo,
Li:vestock and Horse Show
(Nov. 4-18) or the Fall
Chrysanthemum Show at the
Missouri Botanical Garden in
St. Louis <oct. 28-Nov. 26). In
all, more than 200 special
events highlight September,
October and November in
Missouri.
For many though, autumn
itself is the biggest special
event. With summer' s traffic
gone, uncrowded highways are
lined by colorful fall-bloom ing
wildflowers. And the trees maple, oak, butternut, hickory
and others - provide beauty
enough for an afternoon 's drive
or week-long vacation.
In the cool weather months,
many vacation spots in
Missouri offer just as much to
see and do as in the summer. All
Missouri state parks and
historic sites are open yearround, exclusive of lodging.
Many of the commercial caves
in the state also are open yearround,
with
a constant
temperature that makes them
just as pleasant to visit in
winter as in summer. Other
attractions, such as historic
homes and museums, are even
more fun to visit during the
less-crowded months.
In the cities, led by Kansas
City and st. Louis, year-round
attractions abound. In Kansas
City, attractions open all year
Include the Crown Center, the
Museum of HiStory and
Science, the Nelson Gallery of
Art and the Swope Park Zoo,
among others. Nearby are Fort
Osage at Sibley and the Truman
Library at Independence. In St.
Louis, fall and winter travelers
can ride to the top of the
Gateway Arch or visit the
McDonnel Planetarium, the
Missouri Botanical Garden, the
Museum of Transport, the
Forest Park Zoo, the Art
Museum and many other
attractions.

Away from the Cities, autumn
weather is fine for camping,
picnicking and other types of
outdoor fun. Anglers enjoy fall
fishing, for there are no closed
seasons on Missouri's lakes or
on any of the Conservation
Department's
trout
management
areas.
For
hunters. the sunny days of fall
and early winter are perfect for
going after squirrels , deer,
doves, rabbits and many other
game species.
With all there is to see and do,
It's still the scenery and the
season that lure travelers to
Missouri's roads. The cool
weather, colorful foliage and
more leisurely pace give
autumn a special atmosphere
that makes it a treat to be
traveling .

The Last Great American Hot Dog Stand

Phone
Ahead
364-5077
Across from Rolla State Bank

Let's face it.
In 25 years or less, the world of energy as you
know it, will be entirely differen t.
So will we.
Today, we're a leader in the petrole um industr y.
And tomorro w, when your childre n are grown, we
hope to be meeting their energy needs as well.
Weve commit ted 83 million dollars this year
alone to researc h and develop ment program s that
read like science fiction.
We're into earth science s. Mining and milling
uranium . Solar researc h. Geothe rmal energy
develop ment. Even n ew technol ogy t<;> produc e
fuel from coal; and synthet ic crude oil from tar
s ands and oil shale.
And all the while, we're sti11100king for ways to
s queeze every drop out of old oil fields. And

209 W. 8th St.

Phone 364-5077

continu ing the importa nt search world-w ide for
new ones .
If you 're als o com mitted to changin g the world,
to making your mark o n the energy frontier s
ahead, we'd like to talk to YOlL
Write our Profess ional Employ ment
Coordin ator, today, care of Standa rd Oil Compa ny
of Californ ia, 225 Bush Street, San Francis co,
California 94104. Or see our recruite rs when they
visit your campus .

Standard Oil Company
of California

Chevron Family of Companies

Chevron

===

An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Che vro n Rec ruit ers visi t this cam pus Oct . 9-11
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by Tim Downs

UMR-DNR Exposition On Energy?

OZARKS. color. beauty ...
they all mean the same.
October is the month
which glorifies Its fame.

_~,.,,-

23<1

q 10 11

5 6 7

S
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UMR MEAL PLAN

McDona ld G lh C.rl lfi co lo ,
avo llable 0 1 all ho u rs .
Book a t ' e n , $5.00
"Rood fu n n e rs know .... h.r.
quality & ,ervlce or. fopS .
If you do n' , b link , you'll , _
th e m 01 McDonald', :'

UMA MEAL PLAN
FrIend ' " Has your 10n' ,

educotion at UMR proven
helpful slneo you look kim

inlo the firm? "
fOlher "01'1 , yes .

I

..... e have (I conf.rence, we
Ie' him m i. 11'1. cocktolls l"

h
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ATALEOFTWO STUDENTS
Part Three
Bill Miner
By ED LATIMER
As we last left Bill, he had
just walked up the steps to
Parker Hall to pick up his
scholarship check when he
accidentally bumped into
someone. He looked up to see
who it was and saw ...
A little man dressed in a
bright orange suit, smiling
broadly as he looked at Bill. The
little man promptly introduced
himself to Bill.
"Hi, I'm Mr. Mun E. Bags,
the head of Scholarships and
Grants here at the University of
Missouri-Rolla. I'd like you to
meet my assistant, Mrs .
Assistant."
A medium-flized lady clad in a
green and blue blouse and white
slacks with an old shawl thrown
across her shoulders clicked her
heels together as she greeted
Bill. Bill noticed that there was
also a large-sized bell in her
hand, and in the other hand was
the handle to a little red wagon.
This definitely puzzled Bill as he
tried to figure out what they
were doing on the top of the
steps in front of Parker Hall.
"Hey listen kid, I may have a
deal for you ," said the little
, man as he shaped his hands into
a small box and looked at Bill
through it like he was in a
picture. Mr. Bags moved his
head back and forth, surveying
his newest prospect, and then
spoke again.
"Uh-huh, we may have
something here. Are you a
freshman?"
"Yes," meekly replied Bill,
still unsure of what was going
on.
"Good, good," uttered Mr.
Bags as he took a little note pad
out of his pocket and clicked his
pen. "Now' then," he continued
as he looked up to Bill, "what is
your ethnic background?"
"I'm an American," said Bill
proudly.
Mr. Bags stared at Bill a little
while and then wrote down
something in his book, mumbling something about "4500
students and I get one like
him."
"Son, I'll be more frank,
What's your race?"
"Well, I was pretty good at
the 220 in high school, but I think
my race was -."
"Kid, look, I have to have you
tell me of what ethnic origin you
are. I can obviously see what
you are but I have to hear it
from you, Now what is it?"
"Oh" remarked Bill as he
slapped his forehead, realizing
finally what was going on. "I'm
a white Caucasian."
Mr. Bags stared at Bill again,
then lowered his head and wrote
'down, "white Caucasian." He
continued nevertheless.
"Religion? "
"Protestant."
" Sex?"
"Whenever I can. "
Mr. Bags, obviously growing
more upset, looked Bill straight
in the eye and repeated the
question louder,

white Caucasian, Protestant
male?"
Mrs. Assistant dropped her
wagon handle and stooped over
to pick up a computer printout
lying on top of other papers in
the wagon. She straightened up
and flipped through all the
pages, then tossed it back on the
wagon and announced, "We had
one from Kentinental Kar
Dompany M 1964, but that was
the last one since who knows
when."
"Well," said Mr. Bags as he
put his hand on his chin,
"maybe we can stretch your
case a little. Mrs. Assistant,
what scholarships to we still
have open?"
Mrs. Assistant again stooped
over and picked up the computer printout. She read off the
following scholarships as she
flipped through the program.

<cant. on pg. 14)

Joe Miner
By ED LATIMER
As we last left Joe, he had just
reinjured his nose by walking
up the stairs when someone had
thrown down a load of books. He
had just walked to the infirmary
and entered the door . He
lowered his head to see., .
The nurse on duty. Who else?
He walked up to her desk, his
head tilted back again, and
said "Ma'am, I think I hurt my

nose,"
"Name?" she asked.
"Joe Miner."
Hn1mm, no card on you yet.
Are you a freshman?"
"Yes ma'am."
"OK. Have a seat. I'll get to
you as soon as I can."
Joe was a little puzzled but

nevertheless had a seat. He
wondered how long " as soon as
I can" would be, especially
since he was the only one here,
Presently, though, the nurse
arrived with a splint and a roll
of tape,
"Alright," she said, "give me
your hand."
Joe didn 't quite understand
what was going on, but held out
his hand anyway . The nurse
taped it on and said, "Now then,
does that feel better?"
"Not really," replied Joe,
"my nose still hurts."
"My you were really banged
up, weren't you? Why don't you
come oo,.:k at 4 o'clock to see the
doctor? He could look you over
and see if there's anything etse
the matter with you. You might
want to get here a little early
though, because he didn't show
up this morning and needs to
see a lot of people."

"But I need to see someone
now," pleaded Joe. "I think it
might be broken."
"OK. Hold on a minute."
With this the nurse walked
oVj!r to a huge jug full of pills, on
the outside was a huge label
that read :
"Good for Colds, Fevers,
Sinuses, Astham, Hayfever,
Broken Fingers, Heart Trouble,
VO, Cholera, Food Poisoning,
Measles, Scratches, Tumors,
Contusions, Concussions,
Compound Fractures, Bruised
Nails and Bloody Noses."
She opened up the tapper and
out spilled about 30 pills into a
little packet. The nurse licked
the envelope and handed it to
Joe.
"Here you go," she said as
she handed him the packet,
"now, take one tablet every four
hours, and come back to see the

tcont. on pg. 14)

Will the next
Alexander Graham Bell

or Madame Curie
please call
for an interview.

\Ne 're'eager to talk to
people with bright minds,
ambition ilnd th e urge to
make big technological
advances, We 're looking for
the successors to th e great
thinkers .
So, if you 're approaching
graduation and looking
ahead to a career in research
and development or
eng ineeri ng , talk to GOUld .
We're offering you as much
independence as you need ,
You 'll get all the responsibility you ca n hand le. And
theres no limit to the
rewards ,

From computers to
racing cars.

The people we're
looking for.

I n less th an five years, Gould
has grown from a $500 '
mi llio n to a $16 billion corporation . We 've achieved
this growth by developing
new products combined With
our ongoing comm itment
to high tech nology
Gou ld scientists have
co ntributed to tech nologies
from elec tronic sensing
devices that landed on Mars
to sonar equipment on submarines, From engine bearings in Indy 500 racers to
elec tri c vehicle power
systems. rubber recycling
processes. computer supplies, and many others,

We wa nt to talk with 8 .S ..
M,S , and Ph ,D, graduates in
the following disciplines:
metallurgy, ce ramics.
mechanical engineering.
electrical engineering .
ch emical engineering.
phYSICS . chemistry. electroc hemistry, and material
sciences,

Call , write, or see us
on campus Oct.16th.
Call your placement o ff ice
for an appointment. Or
write to Employee
Re lat ions Dept..
40 Goul d Center. Rolling
Meadows , Illinois 60008,
Th e phone number is
(3 12) 640- 4417,

GOULD

"Sex'?"

"Oh, you mean male or
female , Uh, male ,"
Mr. Bags finished writing and
turned to Mrs . Assistant.
" Assistant," he said, "do we
hllvP lInv scholarships for a

An EQu,1 OpportunIty Employ!t M / F
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Joe•••

Bill•••
"There's one here for a negro
who went to college within a 20
mile radius of Poplar Bluff,
Missouri , and whose mother
was a dwarf and whose father
was over six feet tall. Here's
one for a left-handed Mexican
who likes no sauce on his tacos.
There's another one here for a
girl who has gone to high school
three years, got pregnant her
senior year, and has since been
married and divorced twice.
My, that last one is for $23,000 a
year, too. Let's see -ah! here's
one for a young freshman who
lives in the GDD house and has
Dr. Fail for Statics his fist
semester down here."
" Wait
a
minute! " interrupted Bill, "That's me! I
live in the GDD house and am a
freshman, and I just came out
of Mr. Fail's Statics class!"

doctor at 4 o'clock."
"But it hurts pretty bad,"
implored Joe.
"Alright," said the nurse,
"one tablet every two hours
then."
"But I don't think you unAfter he had emerg~ again derstand -' ,
"Listen , I'll go down to two
from Parker Hall, he decided to
go into the Student Union and tablets every two hours, but no
get a coke. Bill could not quit further."
"Aren't you even going to look
thinking about that scholarOOip.
If only he had not told them that at it?" asked Joe again.
The nurse, obviously a little
he already had a scholarship,
maybe he could have gotten this impatient now, pointed to the
one, too. As he entered the door and said, "Look, the doctor
Union, he saw walking in front will see you at 4 o'clock. Now
go! "
of him the most beautiful ...
Joe got up , tilted his back, and
(to be continued next week)
left very disgruntled. As he was
almost to the sidewalk in front
of the infirmary, the nurse
opened the door and threw the

Bill stood there unbelievingly
staring for several minutes and
then walked into Parker Hall to
pick up his scholarship check.

packet of pills at Joe, saying, but then
again, he could say that
"And here's your pills!"
he was at the infirmary for a
long time and get away with it.
As Joe staCL~ walking back Deciding that he really didn't
to the EAT house to do dishes, want to do dishes, Joe turned
he was still thinking about the around and started walking
infirmary, and about his nose, towards the Union.
which he still thought was
busted. He comtemplated going
Joe, was very careful to cross
to Phelps County Memorial the campus without an EAT
Hospital, but from what he'd seeing him. His nose had finally
heard about it, he thought he stopped bleeding but had left a
was probably better off staying lot of dried blood all over his
with the infirmary. Kind of like face and hands. He entered the
the lesser of two evils syn- Student Union and there,
drome. As he was passing by walking ahead of him, he saw
the coal pile, he thought that the most beautiful ...
maybe the thing to do would be
(to be continued next week)
to skip dishes and go to the
Student Union for a coke. He
weighed the decision carefully
in his head: If he skipped dishes
and went to the Union for a coke
and any EATs found out about
it. he would be in bad trouble:

GEORGE'S BARBE R SALON

Two -o-n ine Tav ern

"Bingo," said Mr. Bags as he
wrote down something on his
pad and looked up at Bill again .
"Well, how are you fixed for
fi nancial aid this semeste r

Phon ~

341-2100
209 W. 8th Street

364·7270

COMPLETE BARBER SERVICE
FREE HAIR ANAL YSIS
HAIR STRAIGHT ENING
RAZOR CUTS
BLENDING SHEAR &
SCULPTURE CUTS
REGULAR CUTS

DON & GINNY DAVIS

son?"

"Well, I was just on my way
to pick up my scholarship check
from the Univer sity when- "
Mr. Bags had no sooner heard
this when he motioned for Mrs.
Assistant to come with him and
he started walking down the
steps . Mrs. Assista nt also
started down the steps, her
wagon, laden full of scholarship
forms, bouncing behind her. She
raised her other hand and
started clinging the bell,
yelling , "Scholarships! Grants!
Come and get 'em!"

Thursd ay, Octobe r 5, 1978

8th 51. , Rollo , Missour i 65401
Ramsey Bldg . Upstairs
This Ad Is Red eemable For $1.00 Toward s Hair Styles

Rolla, Mo. 65401
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A calculator and glasses. If you can identify,
call Anita Clover, 205 Parker Hall.

:1::

Christopher Jewelers

i
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: 805 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-2264 :
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5 p.m.-7 p.m. every Monday thru Friday

1101 W . Kingsh ighway
364 -5171

Rolla , MO
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Undercover
Book Review

.~

"My Quiet Moments"
by Howard Cosell
This short book by America's
leading sportscaster is sure to
be a hit with all sports
enthusists. It would also make a
good present for tnose you like,
despise or just anyone on your,
"Don't know what to get for
them Christmas list."
''The Effect of Orange Juice
on the Hormones" by AnIta
Bryant
AnIta has long been known for
her crusades against the evils
of close physical relationships
between members of the same
sex. (ie. homosexuality) Now
she claims that drinking orange
juice wiD brighten up your day
- and its nutrlcious too. In fact
the right amounts of vitamin C
can do things to wne hormones.

/

Don't miss this book on it's way
up the best seDer's chart.
"Honesty in our National
Leaders" by R.M. Nixon.
The book that was previously
released under the title 'You
Can Trust Your President' has
long been viewed as a comic
tragedy. It will go down in
history as one of the most
tntrtqutng
and
mystifying
stories of our century.
"I've Got Legs" by Joe Namath
Joe ,everyone's good buddy on
the football field, has come out
against hIs better judgment
with a book that teDs It all about
his famous commercial. Candid
photographs are also included.
This remarkable book is sure to
be a sell-out, there were only 2
copies made. One for Joe and
one for his Mother.

.--

LAlL<GilllrR 0lflJ-llM
~ lN

(BUJlJ[ S

Dear readers. Today I
thought and thought, but
think
of
one
couldn't
constructive thing to devote
good newspaper space to. I
suggest that you read the little

short stories that you always
pass by the first time, or maybe
the ads. (You might have
mJssed a coupon! )
If this Is the only thing that
you haven't read yet, then why

don't you just take five with my
compliments. I'll see you next
week.
Look! The pumpkin Is
breathing hard!
The " Official" Ward Silver

Third Age
Educational

1979 Graduates Computer Science/EE's

Program
The University of the Third
Age Is an educational program
developed by UMR to meet the
needs of older adults living in
south central Missouri.
Rather than require the
students to come to the campus,
the University of the Third Age
is going to the students in
housing
complexes
and
community centers serving the
older adults in Lebanon, Rolla,
Salem and Pulaski county.
Informal one-hour sessions
conducted by the UMR faculty
members on a variety of topics
(one to twelve sessions per topic
- depending upon the scope of
the subject matter and the
availability of the discussion
leaders) will be scheduled this
fall and winter, ending in mid·
February 1979.
The courses are especially
designed to meet the desires of
the older adult who wants to
remain in the mainstream of his
community and who can utilize
continuing education as a tool to
do so. However, the subjec.t
matter may also be of interest
to the public in general and
sessions are open to all.
The University of the Third
Age is a continuing education
project conducted by the
College of Arts and Sciences at
UMR, by means of a federal
grant under Title I Part A
HEA
through
Missouri
Division
of
Community
Development. Reprinted from
Dateline, Sept. 1978.

Edlletters
Continued
RaylMeals
I admit some of the meals are

lacking in the flavor category.
but the food service people do a
pretty good job of suiting the
tastes of a thousand people. As
a basis for my argument, the
food services are given $3.40 per
student per day. The rest of are
room and board goes to paying
expensive maintenance fees
and utility costs.
1 know from dealing with the
food service people that they
are here to help us and to listen
to what we have to say. Let your
food committees know what you
want. As for No. 49340... if you
bave some positive criticisms
and go to the people involved.
you might do some good.
Brice Kelley
No. 49779

Introducing

Career
weekend
- a 3-step introduction
to career opportunities
with NCR in
Wichita.

step One:
Sign up for an On-C ampus Caree r Briefing by an NCR
representative. An informal, prel iminary, give -and -take
session . Check with your Placement Office for dates .

step TwO:
Tell us about yourself. About your strengths; ca reer
goals - sho rt range and long-term. Chances are good
we'lI invite you to a Career Weekend ... an
all-expenses-paid, in-depth look at NCR's fast-paced
Wichita operations.

step Three:
A 2-day, red carpet tour of our showcase facili ties,
and a series of " one-on-one " briefings by our top
technical managers. Areas to be covered include:
" Opportunit ies for Total Systems Involvement ";
" The Market for Business Computer Syste ms, and what
this has to do with career choices"; latest advan ces
in Distributed Data Processing, direct migration ,
hardware compilers, LSI/VLSI technology, and more.
You will also have a preview of ou r accredited,
In -House Master's Program in Comp uter Science.
And you'll enjoy a balanced look at life in stress-free
Wichita and surrounding countryside. In short, by
Sunday night both you and NCR will know if "the
circuits are right.· '

Visit your Placement Office. Or write
promptly to: Mr. J erry Long, Manager
Professional Recruitment, NCR
Corporation, Eng ineering and
Manufacturing, 3718 North Rock Road ,
Wichita, KS 67226.

Complete Computer Systems
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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~ II Classified Adsll
~

Groundwaves

WANTED - A no-good bum who 's hiding among the UMR
population under an assumed name. I 'll find you, Nathan! Alter
being engaged for 14 years, don 't you think it's time you did your
duty and married me? Signed : Adelai de.

CLASSIFIED : To the SOB who stole the white Hodaka bicycle : I

Repent ye! The end of the
world is nigh! ! !
If the prophets and scholars
are to be believed, then the
above statement may be more
than just the assertions of
Pessimists. At least eight
prophets from the last halfthousand years or so have made
predictions up to and including
the early- 1980's. All of them
then predict a fantastically long
war and-or the end of the world.
Scholars who make it their life's
work to study and analyze the
Bible have sald that the Book of
Revelation Is a description of
happenings in the latter part of
the twentieth century. I like to
think, however, that it won't be
the end of the world, just the
end of civilization as we know it
(Quick, call John Cleese!) Like
Kirby told me the other night,
maybe It will happen that Man
will discover a fifth and sixth
dimension which would totally
alter the state of the world. Or it
could be something else that
just simply puts civilization
beyond the " sight" of the
prophets. Obviously I do not
believe the end of the world is
near; if I did I sure wouldn't be
bere . I would be out enjoying
myself by tempting death (or
something else equally as
drab) . A Mayan calendar has
been found that ends sometime
early in the 1980's though ...

Wednesday on " Bluegrlfss
Variety" at 4 p.m., " Frank Ray
and The Cedar Hill Grass"
Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. , Al
Stewart " Time Travels"
on
Wednesday
"Improvisations" at midnight
Thursday at 9 a.m. KLAATU
"Sir Army Suit"

hope you have a blow-out on a steep gravel road.

WANTED : One female to take out on date Wednesday, Friday.
or Saturday nights. This is no joke. I am 24 years old. VERY shy.
enjoy fun and music, can't dance. Call Ger ry at 364·8196.
FOR SALE : 1972 Kawasaki S2 350 cc 5.000 miles. Excellenl
condition. Runs like new. Accessori es included . Call Bri an Rasch
at 364·2314.

J .R.

Watch For Our

ROLLA RARE COl N

Buying a nd Sell ing U.S . and Foreign Coins
Gold , Silver , St erling Coin & Stamp Supplies
7th & Pine
Rolla , Mo_
364 ' 4272

1;'i'EC'O'RB " S~A[E '1i
~i~i Campus Book Store

~j~

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;:::::;::::::::::::::::;:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::~~:

WEEKEND
SPECIALS

~

1047 Kingshighway Rolla, Mo.
364-8181

r----

I
I

COUPON----'

Teenburger &
Onion Rings

!

WANT AN ENGINEERING
CAREER THAT'S DIFFERENT?

I

I

More than fifty
recent U.S. engineer grads are in the oil fields of
the Middie East, West Africa, Far East and Europe
as Schlumberger engineers. Interested?

~1.19 I

I

Offer Expire s October 11, 1978 I
I-----COUPON----..I

Schlumberger
Overseas

Open Till 12 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

INTERVIEWING
EE, ME, Physi.cs BS and MS

Open Till 1 8.m. on Fri. & Sat.
1202 N. Bishop 364-8998

October 16, 1978

Rolla, Mo.

KEY
SPORT SHOP

Sunday on "Changes" at
midnight Chuck Mangione"Children of Sanchez" sides 1

Watch The Miners
Brand Th e Indians

&2

Monday at 8:30 p.m., Blue
Oster Cult "Some Enchanted
Evening"

~NTACT

LENS WEARERS

So v e m oney on your brand
n ome hard or soft lens supplies .

Se nd

for

free

illu s trat e d

catalog . Co ntact

Len s Supply

Center .

Camelback .

341

E.

Phoe n i x, Arizona 85012 .

rIJIJ.

.~

Sunday on "Blues for Rolla"
at 8 p.m. Muddy Waters-"I'm
Ready"

Tuesday at 9 a.m. Faith Band
"Rock 'n Romance"

{)

..........

Another new program started
last Thursday morning. I'm not
really sure of the title, but it will
feature discussions on subjects
ranging from parapsychology
to life in outer space. It should
be rather interesting so stay
tuned for more about it.

Monday at midnight Yes"The Yes Album"

,

~

"Off The Beaten Track" has
finally arrived! Barring further
complications it will debut
tonight at 8. I'm not sure who
will be featured in the
Interview, but In the future I
will try to find out so I can pass
on the news. But since no one
else around here knows exactly
which one is going to be on
either, I cannot pass on the
Information.

Here are next week's albums:
Tomorrow at 12:30 p.m ..
Morningstar-' 'Morningstar"

Friday at 12:30 p.m. National
Lampoon "Lemmings"
One final note: Look for "DC
to Daylight" in next week's
Miner which will tell you where
to tune for what type of music.
Reality is for people who
can't handie drugs.

rGTDSffiKHo1iSQ
"SOl.

UFILET STEAK

nBaked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast

265

U

See You There

T
shop

n KEYS-=PO=====-R

U

n

FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER
U
[ Foro: Plaza Shopping Center
ROlla'~Mo.
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
7 Days a Week
tc::==)Itc::::==::)I~~~

HOMECOMING 1978

1003 Pine

TH E PLAST ER KEY. INC.

Rolla , Mo .

364-5495

-
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'THE
MOVE IS ON TO NATIONAL'
Where More than the Price is Right. .. and the price is Rightl

I

Pork Sausage

.t.

NOTICE
'h. Idv""'led ileml

I' yOllr option you m., 1'11.1 • " Rain

2+Ol. "Olll2.35

Chec"''' 10 purch ... the Id'fef1il.cl product I! ... ,., Ilm,.lln,
>d prlc • .

.ctw.,I,..

Th, WAS Prlc •• ln Ii'll' AdNtHumen! R,t'f to @~$O~O:[JGlWKOC~E

~h':'wl:::.c~::I:~'::~:·N~~c;;.·~I~:r ~~:::: t~,
Of'

Lb~119
;mius $,

'R~~158

It Iny 01
nOI
... llabl' dur in", the "..-locI CO'I.,ed by Ihls
Nlltonl' Supet' M.rket, 'nc ., Ad'fltf'tl . .
ment. you I f ' .ntlllid 10. Ilmll" pt'oduc:1
01 equal or MUir qUlllty . . . sub,II, ... la
lor 11'1, Id,eft',ect prlC I (or low ... prlc'l Of

Ar. Not "Special,"

sh Catfish

"Sup« Spec" " '"

_L. . SRAIS

LII.

~19C

• TO 14-0Z. AVO.

52'

,

Pork Steaks

lb. 51 8

SELF-8.unNQ 12 TO 22 LB. AVO .

IlAl'l'IOSlHCCOfI't' HLL 01'1 fAlUikAHll

uaDA.GOV'TQIlAD[DOtOeC[

'9

l'fJCIUlIU"

CHlSRAKS

I'IALFHoWILI. II .U

KMC\.IEULLIU.

S u . .... nllllIAJI u..
arn'CHlnoNl • • • UI.

89'

USO.

PAHREAOY
(JACI(S AlMOH )

Skinned

Young Turkeys

NATIONAL SEllS
ONl Y U.S .D.• .
GOV'T GRADED .
CHOICE BEEF

CHOICE ......
OR MORE

Whiting

Rump-Roast

Ground Beef

,,91

lb. 5101

c

lb5159

CHUCK QUALITY

WHOLE, BONE-IN, STANDING

National's Dawn Dew Fresh Produce!

Wines & Liquors

~

r:M

Pabst

Blue
HAMMS BEER

2

Juicy Sunkist Lemons
VINE-RIPENED

California Cantaloupe

5. h

BLENDED

Seagrams
7 Crown

01.

80 PR OOF

National Reserve
Vodka
ALL VARIETIES

Gallo
Wines

01.

7

Acorn Squash
CALIFORNIA

5588

5398

Fresh Green Onions

',mb,
Sill

69(

.ctMIAN"OYALI'VfII"LE

Prune Plums
CIIISI'. C IIUNCtlY

Salld Cucumbers

50.7-0,. 5288
Bolli e

",,","OCU.NU'IiIA'f

eranbonies
LOUISIANA

Sw ••t PotatolS

lb .

For

CRISP. FLAVORFUL

Fresh Romaine Lettuce

3 '" 51 00
5 .... 69'
~~: 49'
3 ,,, 89'

.\:'.'"
/p
{'\

'

'\: .

'

Lb .

L""49(

Pack

w

3lbs. arMor.

With COUPOIl Selow

.0. .

- ""

NO COuPON "'(EOEO

Melons

"'" 99(
5 129

6SI,.

',mb,
4SIu

Golden Sweet Corn
C ALIFORNIA . ICY ·FRESH

Broccoli Spears
NOWAsn

B

CALIFORNIA

!'LO llla"

Fresh Onions

Lb .

Honeydew

49(

lQ
,",2,f..F

lb .

Silt

Each

HARDSHelL BUTTERNUT OR

5 98

1Ii·oz,

Sin

11 p". 79(
69(
,.. 19(
4 5 100

FRESH-FLAVOR

~:r:SI'D9

39(

So,.,

5149

S 'Lb
B.g

RARE

J&8
Scotch

Tomatoes

GOLDEN DELICIOUS

2.49

12pk

REO.flIPE JUICY

99(

3h','

Ribbon
5 89

12 Pak
12-oz_
Cans

Ligh t &

MISSOURI

Jonathan
Apples

USY· TO~R£P"RE

Cauliflower Cutlets
U.S. NO. 1

Rod PotatolS

£a.

U .

5 ,. 69'
" 59'
" 59'
20 ::. 51 99

IN OUf:! ROLLA STORES ONl y

Add A Touch Of Charm
To Your Kitchen With
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a contrIbution to theM Iner from the'SA

next day at the cemetery,
people noticed a fresbly covered
grave. One band WBI sticking
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The

appeared unconaciOUl. ,.. be
reported, he thou8h aometblng
WBI wrong with the air and be
struggled to help hie brother
over to the air conditioning
vent. But in front of the vent, he
began to black out and his
brother dropped to the Ooor In a
coma. Nearly unconscious '
himself, he ran to the nearest
door and fled the theater.

• Trage d y~~.U;~~ui:u~:!z:!
Iranlan

Pauenby first noticed smote
coming from the roof of the
building between 9:30 and 9:45
p.m .
Before 10 o'clock, people In
the streets knew tha Rex
Cinema was on fire and were
running for help.
After 11 o'clock, one fire truck
arrived from Abadan Fire
Department - without water In
its tanks, and refUlling to UIIe the
nearby hydrants, saying they
were the property of the oil
company, 80 the city couldn't
use them .
Some time later, another
truck arrived and the nozzle on
its hose would not open.
Another tank truck is
reported to bave arrived, but
the driver claimed it carried
only drinking water and was
empty anyway.
Several hours after the
theater was completely ablaze,
one truck hooked up to a distant
hydrant and the water reportedly fell short of the building.
Around 2 o'clock in the
morning, when everyone inside
was dead, fire trucks arrived
from the Abadan Fire Department, the oil company, a
petrochemical company and the
Navy. All hydrants worked and
the blaze itself was no longer
raging.
Several days later, people in
Abadan deliberately tested the
fire fighting capacity of the city .
They set fire to one block of
telephone poles in a section of
Abadan farthest from the Fire
Department. Within 5 minutes,
trucks arrived to put out the
fire.
Between 9 and 9:30, several
dozen people who had been
passing by were still lingering
in front of the building. They
noticed smoke curling from the
rOOf, but were not immediately
sure what it meant. As they
stood watching, smoke was
getting heavier. The crowd was
swollen to over a hundred
people, some went running for
help. Most had not noticed the
police and troops swarming into
the area. People rushed to the
entrance of the theater to try
and oepn the 'doors and tell
anyone who was inside to come
out quickly.
Several people ran towards
the entrance, trying to reach the
stairs leading up to the cinema.
As they reached the entrance,
police blocked the doorway and
closed the door. They would not
allow anyone to go in.
Someone had scrambled onto
the roof from inside the theater
and they screamed : "PEOPLE
ARE BURNING!! PLEASE
SAVE THEM! '"
As he jumped, witnesses
watched in horror as police
attacked him and beat him with
rifle butts . In seconds, he was
killed.
Other witnesses said that
before the blaze broke out, eight
people bad come out. When they
saw the smoke from outside,
they rushed to go back in and
rescue their wi ves and children.
Police jumped in front of them
and pushed them back, saying
no one could go in.
By 10 o'clock the crowd
outside WU' several bundred.
Tbey were puabinI and abovbJC
apinat troops and police who
attacked with clubl and
threatened to Iboot aDJIlM wbo
tried to 10 lDIide aDd rwcue
people.
Sbota CUI aut tram beI*Id
the ~. 'I'roope ..... tUiDI

of bodies riddled with bullets.
easy aim as figures appeared on Not one bad been burned.
the roof. Those who struuJed were the people who bad tried to
free of the fire and tried to jump escape from gas Iwnes before
were being shot. Others were the fire erupted. Troops quickly
clubbed as they fell to the removed their bodies and took
ground.
them off to be dumped In holes
Close to the front, people ~ before anyone could discoer
could see that the main en- them. Their bodies were
trance bad actually be chain recognized by their relatives
locked from the outside and looking for them among the
troops were ranged In front to burned people.
prevent both rellcuell and
Hundreds of troops had
escapes. The IImell of burning massed In the artlll surrouding
flesh was pouring out.
the theater. T~ C~ef of Police
One survivor said that in one of Abadan, Bngadier General
section of the threater, people Rexa Hazmi, came into the area
had begun having trouble and ordered the crowds to clear
breathing. They though it was the area. As troops lined up
gas and they rushed out to the facing them with machine guns,
doorway. As they reached the the Rex Cinema roared In a
outer entrance, troops were blazing inferno and t.he crowds
waiting in the hallway with knew that everyone mside was
machine guns. They opened fire dead . .
and nearly everyone was killed.
One witness who had excaped
In the commotion this one even before the blaze reported
person and perbaps ~thers had that he had been sitting towards
' t h e front of the theater with
escaped.
younger brother. IDs brother

Theae

When, after 2 o'clock in the
morning, the blaze bad burned
through the entire building and
the late arri ving fire trucks bad
put out the ftre, people wes-e
finally able to go illllide. At this
point, none of the troops or
soldiers moved to go inaide.
People from the crowd tried to
go inside and most were
overcome by the smell of
burining. flesh and fained from
shock a t the horrible scene.
Most of the charred bodies
were still in their seats. They
were
burned
beyond
recognition. But what struck the
witnesses was that these people
seemed never to have tried to
move; there were no signs of
struggle in the position of their
bodies.

,.. they tried to pull out the
bodies, they realized that moat
if not all were very YOUlll
people, under 25 years of ..e.
Many were strong and IItlD'dy in
build. Yet they had not apparently moved to save
themselves from flames.
Witneasea said it made no IeDIe
- unless people bad been
gassed unconacioUII before the
fIre erupted.
Those who worked to remove
the bodies said that they were 10
burned they crumbled to dUllt In
their hands.
Towards the back of the
theater, near the main door,
bodies were piled ina small
mountain, where they had
struggled against the door.
At one point, from the outside,
witneasea said they could see
that some people bad broken
through the door from the inside. And troops were shoving
them back, pushing them back
inside the theater. The doors
were closed and re-locked.
At the back of the theater,
people broke through from the

(con't. on pge 24)

BROYLES DISTRIBUTING COMPANY, INC.
P . O. BOX 783. ROLLA, MISSOURI 6540 1
P H ONE: 3 1 4 364-3676

To U.M.R graduates, students and old friends,

I thought about an advertisement proclaiming the greatness of the Schlitz products I sell and an invitation to
have them be a partner with you in all the festivities, but later realized what this weekend is all about.
I look upon "Homecoming" as the weekend of " Re's".
I. Reflection upon where you and others ha\(e gone since leaving U.M.R., and where you're headed. It's a
reflection with the same positive attit ude U.M.R. developed in you.
2. Renewal of old friendships.

3. Recognition to achievers.
4. Re·committment to U.M.R. and some of the organizations to which you may have belonged.

You may add some more "Re's".
My message is a welcome back- to you returnees and to aliI wish you a very safe and happy Homecoming.
Enjoy all those "Re's"!!!
To the three fraternities celebrating their 75th Anniversaries- Kappa Alpha, Kappa Sigma and Sigma
Nu- HAPPY ANNIVERSARYI
Have a great time this weekend. See you at the football game Saturday to see the "M iners" continue to
"re"peat their winning ways.

With my warmest regards,

President
Broyles Dist. Co., Inc.

P.S.-~Hi

ricketyft Sipna Nu
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Face Co-Champion Southeast Saturday

M-ners Romp In Last
Pre-Season Game 37-0
By CIIRIS RANSOM

_ _....::.::~:=;.:.;;;;..;:.;.:..:.;..;;;..c:..c...:._ _

The Miner defense once again
capitalized on opponents '
mistakes by blowing away
Evangel College in a game held
last Saturday at Jackling field
in Rolla. The score was 37~.
UMR should he well primed
for the homecoming battle
Saturday when they
defending co-cha
Southeast Missouri State.
Southeast comes to Rolla
a 4-1 non-league record. The
Indians' Own victories over
Murray
State,
Central
Arkansas, Evansville, and
Arkansas Tech. Their only loss
came to Delta State. The Miners
have a 3-1 record with wins over
William Penn, Pittsburg State
and Evangel. Their loss came
against Missouri Valley. '

Last year the Miners
travelled to Cape only to wind
up with a 14-14 tie. The Indians
have the edge overall since
tiMR joined the MlAA conference in 1935. The Miners
have won only 11 contests in 41
outings, the last being in 1974.

hitting football game Saturday.
I think the team that commits
the fewest mistakes, either
through turnovers or mental
errors, will be the winner,"
determined Finley.
Whatever the case, there is
going to be one big battle over at
Jackling field Saturday.
In last Saturdav's contest

against Evangel, the Miners
recovered four Crusader
fumbles, intercepted three
passes and blocked a kick as the
defense recorded its second
shutout of tbe season. The
defense also held Evangel to a
demoralizing 40 yards rushing.
wasted no time
their first score
scored on a
with only two
game gone. The score
up by a blocked kick at the
Crusader 17-yard line. In the
next series, the Crusaders
fumbled at their own 24 which
led to the next touchdown. Jeff
Walters than hit tight end Andy
Cox in the end zone adding to
their lead 14-0 after four
. minutes of regulation play.
Ryan again scored early in
the second quarter on a six-yard

run accounting for the third
touchdown of the game. On the
run however, Ryan was shaken
up and left the game with a mild
head injury. Because of the
injury, he accumulated only 34
yards, well below his 121.3
yards-per-game average .
the

The Miners capped their
scoring efforts as reserve
tailback Jim Lee scored on a 10yard touchdown run in the third
quarter and place kicker Tom
Rasenauer booted a 27-yard
field goal in the fourth period.
Lee was the leading rusher with
were pleased with the
against Evangel," Finley
The defense was outstanding and we were able to
play everyone who suited up,
which helps team morale. I just
hope we can get the same kind
of effort agaillllt Southeast."

The Crusaders did all but
handed the Miner defense the
football, as Evangel once again
fumbled, however this time in
Game time will be 1:30 on
the end zone. Defensive tackle
Jim "Bo" Decker fell on the Saturday . Needless to say, it
fumble and the Miners left the should be a very intereSting
half with a very convincing ~ battle.
lead.
Probable Miner starters against SEMO:

Anheuser
Busch
Gives
Soccer
Club
$J050
The UMR Soccer Club is on
firm financial ground after a
tr em endously generous
donation from James Mullally,
Sr., distributor of AnheuserBusch products for the Rolla
area. The St. Louis office has
always
encouraged
its
distributors to become involved
in local soccer and Busch
sponsored teams in st. Louis
have won many national titles
and awards. Jim was contacted
at his office in Cuba, Mo., and
asked if he could help with the
kickers monetary problems.
After finding out what the club
needed, Jim presented UMR's
Soccer Club president, Jim
Whetsel, with a check for $1,050
and with 20 pair of soccer
shorts. This is a tremendous
help to the kickers since in
previOUS years they've been
forced to play with substandard balls and equipment.
All of the team members express their sincerest thanks to
Mr. Mullally for his time and
generous help.

Rolla Craft-Hobby
1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581

The sophisticated officers of the Soccer Club accepting a check from Anheuser-Busch.
(Photo by M. Murphy)

QUARTER POUND
BIG BRAZIER

59¢

Reg. U.S. Pot . ott ..
AM . D.Q. Corp. (r.) Copyright 1978
Am. D .Q. Corp.

(No coupon required)
13th & Bishop Rolla
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M-Clu
Athlete of the Week
Tallback Terry Ryan and ldcker Tom Rosenauer have Jointly
been selected as M-ctub's Athlete of the Week. Both set new
individual career records in the MIner's 37-0 victory over
Evangel College last weekend.
Terry scored two touchdowns to set two new career records in
ruablng touchdowns scored (21) and touchdowns scored (22).
Tom ldcked four point after touchdowns to set a new career
record at 56 PAT's. OUr congratulations go to these two men for
their achievements.
~11lI11II1II1U1II1I1II1I~1!U!lIIl1ll1ll1l11l11l1l11l1l11l11l11l1l1l1l11l1l11l11l11IUlllllllllllllllllllllf~
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UM R. Bea t 5 M I ZZ 0 U
Rugby Club Release
The UMR Rugby Club got it
together this weekend by
defeating the Black Sheep and
Mlzzou. UMR's first team
soundly defeated the Black
Sheep 28-0. Gary Underwood
broke the ice for the Miners
early in the first half with a try.
Bob Lyle and Rick Webb also
added trys in the first half. The
conversions
were
missed.

leaving the score at halftime 12-

o.

The Miners didn't cool off in
the second half as they scored
18 more points. Harlen Meyer
scored two trys. Joe Baris
scored one. and Greg Wehking
kicked two conversions.
The Miners second team
defeated the University of
Missouri-Columbia 10-8. Steve
Emmendorfer scored the tying

try late in the second half and
Phil
Stourt
kicked
the
conversion to put the Miners on
top.
This weekend the Rugby Club
hosts a three team round-robin
tournament.
The
Sunday
Morning Rugby Club and the
Royals. both of St. Louis, will
challenge the Miners.
Come out and support the
Ruggers.

~
§

§

HuuK AUTO SUPPLY

=:illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!lll!!!III1111I11I11111111I11!!!IIll!!!!ll!lIlll!!!.!!!l!!lI!!!!JIH!I!!ff.

QUALITY CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING ktASONABLY PRICED
108 W. 7th St.
Rolla, Mo. 65401

Taylor Resigns At NEMSU.
By JOHN CROW
Ron Taylor, 38-year-old head
football coach at Northeast
Missouri State University since
1975. submitted his resignation
Tuesday (Sept. 26), effective at
the end of his contract period.
June 30. 1979. He said he had
made no future plans at this
time.
"My decision has nothing to
do with the team or its current
record 0-3)." said Taylor in a
statement he issued after
conferring
with
NMSU
President Charles J. McClain.
"It's a decision I've thought
about during the past ·year. 1
believe I've reached the time in
my life when 1 have to take
another direction. I'm not
ruling out the possibility of
remaining in football. but if I
don't stay in football, it's time
to go in another direction.
"Too many of my friends
have tried to make a career
decision when they were 45 or
SO. and the opportunities just
don't present themselves at that
age. 1 have no idea what I'm
going to do. It's kind of scary.
but it's exciting.
"A lot of people have asked
me why 1 made the decision
now. instead of after the season.
First of all. 1 believe my
primary obligation is to the
players. so 1 told them before 1
lfiformed anyone else. Because
I've always felt there should be
mutual honesty between myself
and the players. I couldn't keep
a decision inSide of me through
the rest of the season. That
would be no more than a lie.
"I thought there was undue
pressure building up on the
team this year. It wasn't
pressure from outside the
squad. rather it was selfinflicted pressure. I felt my
deCision had to come now to
help relieve that pressure.
"I also believed it was in the
best interest of the University to
make the decision now. It will
give the administration more
time to find my successor. and
should allow for a smoother
transition.
"I thought that I had an

obligation to my assistant
coaches to make the decision at
this time. so they could discuss
their futures with their families
and decide what directions they
should take.
"This all ties into what the
coaches have discussed with the
team this week. We told the
players they should play
football because they wanted to
do it, not because they had to do
it.
"In conclusion. 1 want to
thank everyone, especially
President McClain and Athletic
Director Ken Gardner. for the
opportunity to coach at a great
university with a great tradition
and great people. 1 appreciate
the support of everyone. and I
know they will continue to
support the team in the future."
In commenting on Taylor's
resignation. President McClain
said. "I respect Coach Taylor's
decision. His leaving will be a
loss to the University. but we
understand his reasons for
making the decision. 1 know
Coach Taylor will continue to

support the University, as we
will continue to support him in
his future endeavors. "
Taylor's teams at NMSU
have compiled a record of 21-131 through last weekend. The
1976 squad shared the Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association championship with
State
Southeast
Missouri
University. Taylor's 1975 team
finished second and his 1977
Bulldogs were third in the
conference.
The coach came to NMSU
after serving as offensive
coordinator at Long Beach
State in California and on the
coaching staff at Shippensburg
CPa.) State and University of
Utah. Taylor also coached on
the high school level for five
years.
He played college football
under Dan Devine at the
University of Missouri in 1960
and 1961, quarterbacking Tiger
teams that amassed a record of
18-2-1. including a victory over
Navy in the 1961 Orange Bowl
game.

The University Center Information Desk
See The New

UMR FIVE SECTION THEME BOOK
200 sheets with plastic tab dividers
separating 5-40 count sections.
-also-

GRAPH PAPER
BLUEBOOKS
NOTEBOOK FILLER PAPER
BINDERS
THEMEBOOKS

UNIVERSITY CENTER EAST
341-4296

Come in and see our
wide selection of
Jewelry.
Including

i--$l~OO-OFF-~
5

All ladies shoes. 8
c
Reg. ~600 & ~700
~
II All leather ladies boots.:,
,
Reg. ~1500
I

~

~

~

8

--------------

Hrs.: 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday
Across from
Rolla Daily News
110 W. 7th St.

~

Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment
~
Discount Prices To All
§
513 HYiJ. 63 S.
Rolla, Mo.
364-5252 §

"S
l/

t e,11

Joe Miner Ring
Exclusively At

JEWELRY

715 Pine St.
Forum Plaza Shopping Center
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Kickers 1-1
Against Top,
Comp~!y!!.~~!,'
Florissant Valley Community
College and the kickers lost 11-1.
With things going their way , This may sound like a lopsided
the soccer team was psyched game but Florissant Valley is
for last weekend 's games. ranked third in the nation for
Taking on Forest Park Com- junior colleges. FVCC's coach,
munity College Saturday, the Pete Sorber, commented on
kickers were victorious 2-1. The how much the UMR team has
score should have been higher improved. He was forced to
as the Forest Park goalie was keep his first string team in the
under a constant bombardment en tire game . Rolla controlled
of shots from winger Steve the ball excellently in the first
Svatek and half-back Brian half and outs hot FVCC conGrant but the keeper made siderably. About 20 minutes into
some excellent saves. Only the second half, Rolla finally
freshman Tom Smegner could scored. Sophomore Brian Grant
sneak them by . Tom got one blasted a shot into the corner to
goal in the first half with 30 make the score 3-1. A -few
seconds to go to tie the score 1 to . breakaways were missed which
1. Tom scored once again in the could have evened up the score
second half to lead the kickers but as Rolla tired towards the
end of the game, FVCC scored
to a 2-1 victory.
Soccer Club Release

Intramural
Football
By JOHN CROW

As Intramural Football heads
into the final week of action,
teams will be making their final
bids for a playoff spot. Two
champions will be determined
this year because there are two
divisions of teams. Each
division contains two groups of
seven teams. So, two teams
from each group will make the
playoffs with the second place
team from each group playing
the first place team from the
other group in their division to
determine the winners of the
semi-fmals. The two victorious
teams in each division will then
playa final game to decide who
claims the sole position of first
place in each division. The
teams were divided up into two
divisions for the purpose of
trying to match the competition
more evenly 'with division I
containing tougher ' teams than
division II. Following is a list of
the divisions and the groups
within
each
division .
Immediately following that will
be a tally of this week's Football
scores.
INTRAMURAL
FLAG FOOTBALL
DIVISION I
II

I

SigEp
Tech Eng
Lambda Chi
SigTau
Campus

SigNu
PhiKap
KA

TJHA
BetaSig

TKE
RHS

ABS

KapSig
DIVISION II
I

Delta Sig
Wesley
Delta Tau
Acacia
Focus
AEPi
PiKPhi

II

SigPi
Triangle
GDI
PiKA
Mates
Theta Xi
A Phi A

Scores
ABS 6
21 SigNu
TKE 14
35 SigEp
AEPi 0
35 Delta Sig
ThetaXi 6
19 SigPi
Triangle 14
24 GDI
Wesley 12
T1 Delta Tau
23 TechEng LambdaChi 0
PhiKap 7
14 KA
21 SigPi
PiKA 0
34 DeltaSig
Acacia 0

So.ccer action from Saturday's game against Forest Park Community College. The

MID~rs won th~t one 2-1, ~utdropped a game to Florissant Valley on Sunday, 5-1. For

details, see adlacent article. The much-improved UMR kickers are taking on some
heavy~uty competition.
(Photo by M. Murphy)
twice more. Congratulations 11:30 a .m. Saturday and UMC at 7:30 p.m. under the lights at
were given to goalies Mark. will be played at 1:00 p.m. the I.M. fields . The party will be
Suellentrop and Bill Dale for Sunday. A Soccer Club beer held at the TKE house and
playing very well in two tough bust will be thrown on Friday, Busch beer will be on tap at a
Oct. 13th, immediately after the very reasonable price. Come
games.
Seminary out and support your UMR
Homecoming weekend, Cape UMR-Concordia
Gireadeau will play here at soccer game. The game starts soccer team!

An Invitation from IBM
to discuss your career

Friday, October 13,
at your Placement Office.
If you are thinking about a career in engineering, computer
science or sales/marketing, IBM is certainly one company you
should consider.
IBM provides a uniquely creative environment in which talented
people are encouraged to accept the challenge and responsibility
offered by one of the prime growth industries: information
technology.
We can offer you a remarkable variety of career opportunities
in many areas. Come and talk with us. We'll be on campus
all day, October 13. The Placement Office will be happy to
set up an appointment.
In the meantime, if you would like to know more about us and
the many opportunities we offer, our career brochures are
available at the Placement Office.

~/fff
Irv Pfeiffer
Corporate College Relations Manager
IBM Corporation
One IBM Plaza
Chicago, IL 60611

------- ----- ---

'='="'::';':$

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.
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Southeast
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Top

PROBABLE WINNERS & SCORES

PROBABLE LOSERS & SC ORES
~E-:-:-:--2I+
.
S
* SSOURI
2
ILLINOI S ••.•..•.... .
Montana State ..... .. . 2
.Weber Sta t e •. .•• . . • 1
Moravian •• .••. •.•. . .• 28
.We s t er n Maryland • • • 14
Lebanon Valley ••. . • • 14
*Muhlenberg •. . • ••..•• 17
.Capi t al •.••.. . ....• 14
Muskingum •..•.•. • •••• 21
~
P. O. BOX 7882
NAVy ••• • • •• .• • •• ••••• 17
. AIR FORCE ACADEMY •• 14
NEBRASKA •• . .•.• . .•. • • 14
.IOWA STATE • • ....••• 13
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. 08404 · New Hampshire •.....• 21 Connecti cut •..••...• 7
.New Mexico State .•.• 24
U. Texas (Arlington) . 21
.NORTH CAROLINA •••••• 28
NIAMI (OHIO) •..•.••• 7
- Home Team
SATURDAX~ OCTOBEI1. Z, 12.Z8
North Dakota State ••• 28
.U. Nebr. (Omaha) ••• 21
Cal. Poly (Pomona) •• 0
' PROBABLE WINNERS ~ SCOHiS~~LE~ ~ SCOI1.ES .Northern Arizona ••.• 28
-Adrian •.••••.. . .• ~ Alma ••••••.•••••• :::-I3 ·Northern Colorado ••• 14
Idaho State ..•.•..•• 13
Akron •••••••••••••••• 21
.Western Kentucky ••• 7 .Northern Iowa ••••.•• 28
North Dakota •..••.•• 14
ALABAMA ••••••••••.••• 24
.WASHINGTON ••••••••• 14 Nor thern Mi chi gan •••• 28
.Western Illinois ••• 13
Albion ••.••.••...•••• 21
.Hope ••••••••••••••• 14 NORTH TEXAS STATE •.•• 28
*WEST TEXAS STATE • •• l~
.Alcorn State •..••••• 21
Texas Southern • •.••• 14 NOTRE DAME ••..•....•• 24
.MICHIGA N STATE ••••• 14
.Amherst ••••••....••• 21 American InternatiOllal14 ·OHIO STATE •••. . .. • .• 24
SO . METHODIST ••••••• 14
ARIZONA STATE ••..•• • • 24
*NORTHWESTERN ••.•••• 14 OKLAHOMA STATE •.•.••• 24
- KANSAS STATE •• • •••• 14
.Arkansas State ...... 21
N. W. Louisiana ..... 20 OKLAHOMA ... . ...... . .. 31
TEXAS .. .. .... .. .... . 21
·ARKANSAS •••••...•••• 31
TEXAS CHRISTIAN ••••• 7 PENN STATE •.•. •• .•..• 17
*KENTUCKY • • •••.••••• 14
.AUBURN .............. 14
MIAMI (FLA.) ........ 13 ·PENNSYLVANIA ........ 31
COLUMBIA ............ 21
.Augustana (S. D.) ••• 21
South Dakota State •• l~ PITTSBURGH ••.•••..••• 21
.BOSTON COLLEGE ••••• 7
.Austin Peay State ••• 14
Morehead State ••..•• 7 ·PURDUE •...•.••...••• 24 WAKE FOREST • ..••.. • • 7
.Baldwin-Wallace ••.•• 28
Denison ••.•••••.• • •• 7 Rhode Island ••..•..•• 21
-Maine ..•...•••. • ••• 7
.Ball State ..... . .... 38
Indiana Stat6 ....... 14 RUTGERS .............. 17
.YALE .. .. ........... 14
Bates ••••..........•• 21
*Hamilton •..•..•.••• 14 . St. Joseph's (Ind.) .28
Franklin •....••.• • •• 14
.BAYLOR .............. 14 HOUSTON ............. 13 .St. Lawrence ........ 21 Alfred.............. 6
.Boise State •.• • ••.•• 42
Montana •.......•.... l~ .San Diego State •• • •• 21
Fresno State ••.••••• 14
.Worcester Poly Tech. 7 .Shippensburg State .. 28
Indlana!l (Pa.)
. 14
Bowdoin .............. 21
Bowling Green ........ 24
.Toledo ............. 14 . Slippery Rock State .. 2S
.California (Pa.) St. 7
*BRIGHAM YOUNG •••...• 24
UTAH STATE • • •.•••.•• 14 .South Carolina State .4
Johnson C. Smith •••• 0
BROWN ••••.•.....••••• 17
*PRINCETON ••••..•.•• 14 .South Dakota •.....•• 31
Morningside •......•• 14
*Butler ••••..•..••.•• 24
Indiana Central •..•• 14 *So. Connecticut ••.•• 28 Western Connecticut. 7
*CALIFORNIA .......... 28
OREGON.............. 7 So. Illinois ......... 21
.Illinois Sta t e '..... 14
Central Connecticut •• 21
*Cortland State ••.•• 14 .Springfield • •.•••••• 14
Northeastern ••..•••• 13
Central Michigan ••••• 28
.Ohio u •••....••...• 14 SYRACUSE •.•..•.. • . • •• 21
-WEST VIRGINIA •..••• 20
.East Tennessee State 14
.Cheyney State ••••••• 14 Mansfield State ••••• 7 Tennessee Tech •••••.• 31
*Citadel (The) ....... 21
Marshall ............ 14 -TENNESSEE ........... 28 ARMy ................ 14
Clarion State •..••••• 21
*Ithaca •••••••••••• • 14 *TEXAS A. & M•••••.•• 27
TEXAS TECH •••.•••••• 14
.CLEMSON •••••••...••• 24
VIRGINIA TECH •••••.• 14 TULANE ••... • ••..•• • •• 14
.VANDERBILT ••.•••..• 13
Colby ................ 21
-Union (N. Y.) ...... 14 -U. British Columbia. 21
Puget Sound ......... 14
*COLORADO STATE U. . . . 3;1.
U. TEXAS (EL PASO) •• 14 -U. C. L. A. . . . to . . . . 24
STANFORD ............ 21
-COLORADO ............ 31
KANSAS .............. 14 .U Mo -Rolla ........ 24
S. E. Mis s ouri ...... 21
-Cornell •.••.•••••••• 28
Bucknell •••. • ...•••• 14 *U. Nevada (L.V.) •••. 21
Idaho •••• •• ••••••••• 14
Boston U•••••••••••• 14 *U. Tenn.(Chattanooga) 21 Appalachian State ••• 14
-Dartmouth •••.•...••• 31
-Randolph-Macon ••.•• 7 U. Tenn. (Martin) •••• 21
.Murray State •••.•.• 14
Davidson •.•••••.•.••• 28
-Ashland •••••••••••• lit .VILLANOVA ••..•. . •••• 21t
RICHMOND ••.••. • • • •.• 21
Dayton •••.••••••••••• 42
Delaware ............. 24
*Lehigh ............. 21 . Waba sh .............. 21
Valpara is o ...... .... 7
*Dickinson ••.••.•.••• 17 Gettysburg •••.•••••• lit Wayne (Detroit) State. 21
.Hillsdale .•.•. • •••• 14
*DUKE ................ 24 VIRGINIA............ 7 Wesleyan ............. 21
*U. S . C. G. Academy. 14
EAST CAROLINA •••.•••• 24
*V. M. I ••.••••••••• 14 Western Michigan ••••• 17
.Kent State •••.. • .•• 14
-Eastern Kentucky •••• 24
Middle Tennessee •••• 14 Wichita State •• ••• ••• 24
.Drake ••• • • • ••...••• 14
-East Stroudsburg •••• 28
Kutztown State •...•• 14 Widener ••••••••.•. • •• 17
.Albright ••.•.•.•••• 7
Edinboro State ••••••• 28
.Lock Haven State ••• 14 .Wilkes •••••..•....•• 14 Bloomsburg State •. • • 7
Evansville ••••••••.•• 21
*DePauw •...•.••••••• 14 -WILLIAM & MARY •• • ••• 14
TEMPLE ••• • • • .• • .. • •• l~
.Florida A. & M•••••• 28
Md.-Eastern Shore ••• 0 .Williams ••••.•..•.•• 28
Trinity (Conn. l ••••• 1
.FLORIDA STATE ••••••• 28
CINCINNATI •••••••.•• 7 Wittenberg •...•... •• • 28
.Heidelberg •• • •..•.• 7
*Franklin & Marshall. 35 Swarthmore •••••••.•• 14 .WYOMING ••••. • •.••..• 17
NEW MEXICO ••••• • •••• lit
-Furman ••.•..••..•••• 31
Wofford .•.•.•.••.••• 14 .Youngstown State •••• 42
Eastern Illinois
14
*GEORGIA TECH ........ 14 SOUTH CAROLINA ...... l~
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8, ll2§
-GEORGIA ••••....•.••• 17
MISSISSIPPI ••••••••• 14
NATIONAL~LL LEAGUE
Glas sboro State •••••• 21
-Trenton State •••••• 1
CHICAGO .••..•• ••.•• • • 17
.GREEN BAy •.•..••••• 16
Tennessee State ••••• lit CLEVELAND •..••••• • •• • 24
.NEW ORLEANS •••••.•• 23
Grambling •••.••.••.•• 31
-Defiance • •••••••••• l~ *DALLAS .•• . .........• 24
NEW YORK GIANTS ••... 13
Hanover •••.•...••.••• 14
*HARVARD ............. 21
COLGATE ............. 1
*KANSAS CITY ......... 20
TAMPA BAY ~ ........ I I 17
*Hawaii •••••••••...•• 14 San Jose State •••••• 13 .LOS ANGELES •• • .••••• 24
SAN FRANC! CO • •• • ••• 10
Hofstra .............. 21 Wagner......... .....
MINNESOTA ............ 16
*SEATTLE ............ 14
*Howard U. (D.C.) .... 17
Delaware State ...... 1
*NEW' ENGLAND ......... 20
PHILADELPHIA ........ 13
INDIANA ......... -..... 21
-WISCONSIN .......... 14 *NEW YORK JETS ....... 24 BUFFALO ............. 23
-IOWA ••••.•••.••.•.•• 31
UTAH ••••.•.••• • •.••• 14 *OAKLAND •••••••••••.• 20
HOUSTON ••• • ••••••••• 13
Johns Hopkins •••.•••• 14
-Ursinus......... . .. 7 .pJTTSBIffiGH
20
ATlANTA
10

II , '"

Pre-Season
Contender
MIAA Release

A key game on the 1978
Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic Association football
schedule will be played
Saturday afternoon when
Missouri-Rolla entertains
Southeast Missouri State in the
first weekend of conference
action,
The teams tied for the MIAA
title last year, Southeast has
compiled a 4-l intersectional
record this fall while UMR has
fashioned a 3-1 mark against
non-league opponents.

j

4

~~~:;ap~1~t·::::::::: i~ ~~U~?U~~:~.:::::::: ~ :~IN g~ua~
*Lafayette •••.. • .•.••
*Lamar •••••..•••.•.••
.Linfield •••.•.••••••
-Long Beach ••.•••••••
LOUISIANA STATE ••••••
Louisiana Tech ••.••••
LOUISVILLE ...........
-Lycoming ••••••••••••
.MARYLAND ••••••••••••
*Massachusetts •••••••
*MICHIGAN ••••••••••••
-Middlebury ••••••••••
*Millersville State ••
• MINNESOTA •••••••••••

*

*;

31
21
21
21
24
17
24
14
17
24
31
~l

21t
21

* * *

*-*

*- * * * :* *

*

* * * * *' * *

September·August
'Star Wars
'Kahlil Gibra n
'Gordon Lightfoot
'Gnomes
'La nguage of Friendship

1978 Tolkein (Reserve your copy today)

Open 9-9 Mon ,-Sat.

ing entry level engineers for the following areas:

DESIGN
OPERATIONS
SYSTEM PLANNING
POWER PRODUCTION
DATA PROCESSING

Featuring 1979 Calendars
Susan Polis Schutz Student Calendar

Forum Plaza

Et~~~.::::::.:::: t~

Southwest Missouri State ,
which will host winless Lincoln
Univer~ity this weekend at
Springfield in another loop tilt,
pounded Northwest Oklahoma.
(con't. on page 24)

•

II
I
•

I
•

Brought To You

I

By Don Gibson, C.L.U . •
Here's an interesting ques·1
tion ... Can you guess which
man hos played in more World
Series games than anyone
else in history? .. Answer is
Yogi Berra . .. Yogi set the 011 - .
time record by playing in 0

I
I

grand total 01 75 dillerent.
World Series games .

• Whot was

t~:':t::~gest World.

I
-EN'-G-IN-E-ER-I-NG-GR-A-OU-A-TE-S-'·. ~~u~nt~: ~~et~:t 1:~:~,~~~ I

Let Us
Keep You
Up To
Date!
'Audubon Society
'Star Trek
'1 C hing

::::::::::: tg

Fordham •..•••••.•••• 21 WASHINGTON ••••••••••• 17
-DETROIT ••••••• • •••• 10 '
N. E. Louisiana ••••• 7
MONDAY, OCTOBER 9, .l9..Z§.
Pacific Lutheran •••• lit -MIAMI • • .•• • ••• :::::: l~C!~ •••••.•••• 13
Northern Illinois ••• lit
*FLORIDA •••••••••••• 14
-S. W. Louisiana •••• 14 ~, *
*TULSA .............. 21
Delaware Valley •• • •• 7
NORTH CAROLINA STATE. 14
Morgan State •••••••• 14
ARIZONA. •• •• • • • • • •• • 7
Tufts •••••••••••••• '. 7
West Chester State.. 7
OREGON StATE •••••••• 14
A progressive Electric/Gas Illinois utility is seek-

SEMS closed out its nonconference slate with a 13-10
cliffhanger over Arkansas
Tech, ranked seventh in the
most recent NAlA Division I
national poll . UMR Coach
Charlie Finley used reserves in
the second half, as the Miners
blanked Evangel, 37~,

364-5432

We are looking for B.S. and M.S. Electrical
Engineers and Mechanical Engineers. If in·
terested, sign up to talk to:

John D. Shewski
October 20, 1978
ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY
500 South 27th Street
Decatur, Illinois 62525
An Equal Opportunity Employer. Male/Female

Series

ever

played? .. How

Yankees scored 55 runs and.
the Pi rates on Iy 27 , yet the

I
•

•

I
I
•
•

I
I

Pirates won the Series four •
games to t hree !

YO~"';:·;gine

I

Could
that
manag e r of a pennant - I
winning baseball t eam SaYing.
he didn't want his team to play
in the World Series! .. . Did you.
know such a thing once happened? .. 1t was in 1904 . . . The.
Giants won the Notional
league pennant bu t their
manager . John McGraw .
refused to let them meet the
Am~rican league Winner . the •

Red So . .. ,And so , no World
• Series was played in 190.4.

I
I
I

.1 Bet You Dldn't Know ... that at •
College Life we guo rant. .
• your future In.urablllty at the.
Ilame health and occupational
rating as you are now. You
haye guaranteed options at 3
year InterYals , at marriage
• and bIrth or adoption of

I

I
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MIAA Standings
(con't from page 23)
55-14 last Saturday at home. The
Bears exceeded the old MlAA
record for most yardage in a
single game by two yards with
a 674-yard outburst.
Northwest Missouri State and
Central Missouri State, both
seeking their first triumph of
the campaign, will get together
in their circuit opener Saturday
afternoon at CMSU's Vernon
Kennedy Field in Warrensburg.
Last weekend, CMSU was
blasted, 5()..14, at Northeast
Oklahoma, and NWMS lost, 246, at Central Arkansas, despite
a pair of career highs by
Bearcat quarterback Kirk
Mathews (aerial completions,
15; attempts, 30).
UMR, SWMS and CMSU will
observe homecoming on their
campuses this weekend.
Northeast Missouri State will
be in Lawton, Okla. Saturday
evening for a non-league tilt
with Cameron University, rated
third last week in the NAIA
Divsion I rankings. NEMS, idle
last Saturday will play its first
game since Ron Taylor announced he would resign as
coach after this season.
MORE MlAA NOTES: SEMS
freshman kicking sensation Ed
Hotz rammed home his second
SO-yard field goal in as many
weeks last Saturday, and Indian
Signal-caller Doug Beard
moved into third place among
MIAA rushers with 125 yards on
34 carries against Arkansas
Tech. The SWMS Bears took a
slim 7-6 lead into the locker room
at intermission against Northwest Oklahoma, but scored
seven times in the final two
quarters (every time they had
the ball, except the last time
with only 10 seconds .left).

RUSHING OFFENSE
SCHOOL
AVG-G
1. SW
204.0
2. NE
196.0
3. SE
171.0
4. Cent.
167.3
5. UMR
150.0
6. LU
121.0
7. NW
94.6

SCHOOL
Sj)utheast Mo.
MIssouri-Rolla
Southwest Mo.
Northeast Mo.
CentrBIMo.
LincolnU.
Northwest Mo.

RECORD
4-1-0
3-1-0

PTS-AVG.
115-23.0
101-25.3
115-28.8
42-10.5
. 61-15.3
40-10.0
53.10.6

2-2-0
1-3-0
~

0-3-1+
0-5-0

Iranian Tragedy Continued
By dawn, troops were reinforced and everyone was ordered out of the theater. No
further rescue or recovery of
bodies was allowed during the
day. At night, troops and police
continued to dig out the bodies.
By day, the entire area was
barricaded by hundreds of
soldiers.
Mter 13 hours from the time
of the fire , the regime officially
announced it. Two hours
earlier , they had ordered
martial law in Abadan.

This nightmare has not yet
ended. One father whose five
sons and daughters perished in
the flames shouted to a press
reporter that it was SAVAK who
committed' this pre-meditated
mass murder. He was later
seized by SA VAK and his life
was threatened. He was told he
would be left alone if he
remained silent. But on the
third day, when the memorial
services were held, the father
was 'u rged to speak and he did
so, repeating his accusations
loudly and publicly.

RUSHING DEFENSE
SCHOOL
AVG-G
1. NE
109.8
2. UMR
117.3
3. LU
128.5
4. SE
154.6
5. SW
219.0
6. Cent.
219.8
7. NW
281.6
PASSING DEFENSE
SCHOOL
AVG-G
1. SE
.87.8
2. NE
121.0
3. NW
125.8
4. NE
149.8
5. Cent.
160.3
6. LU
170.0
7. UMR
179.3

Beat Evangel, 37-0

BeatN.W. Okla., 55-14
Idle
~14

Lost to N.E. Okla.,

Idle
Loat to Cent, Ark., ~

THIS WEEK: SEMS AT UMR, 1:30 p.m.
LU at SWMS, 1:30 p.m.
NWMS at CMSU, 2 p.m.
NEMS at Cameron (Okla.), 8 p.m.

NOON & TUESDAY NIGHT BUFFET
All the pizzo and salad you can eat.

Just $2.49

; ft'"
P -tZZa ......

U&.

"~'ve got a keling you're gonna IilcE us."c

1735 N . Bishop

Rolla. Mo.

364-4544

Longhorn
Steak House &Lounge
(Formerly Crossroads Restaurant)
1-44 & Hwy. 68
OPEN: 6:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.
Tuesday thru Saturday
OPEN: Till 10:00 p.m. on Sunday
Serving Your Favorite Mixed Beverage
live Music: OBERA at piano nightly
Dining till 9:00 p.m.
Phone 265-7211

TONY'S
PASTA HOUSE
All the spaghetti and salad you can eat

Just $3.00
Full Service Restaurant

Special Limited Sale!

Hours: Mon. -Th urs . 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri .-Sot. 11 o.m.-1 a.m .
Sun. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.

Thursday, 7 p.m.-IO p.m.

~

120 Kingshighway

708 Pine
Music Books Pictures

E WHISTLE STOP
BEAUTY SHOP
Complete Beauty Service
uring Guys and Gals Hair Styli
REDKEN PRODUCTS
Open : Monday-Friday 8:00·5 :00 p.m .
Thursday Evening late by Appointment

Koren lewis, Owner & Ope

341-2447

Rolla,

PASSING OFFENSE
AVG.-G
167.0
160.3
139.6
112.5
.94.3
. 96.8
. 87.8

Beat Arkansas Tech, )3.10

>I

30'1 N. Moin

SCHOOL
1. SW
2. Cent.
3. NW
4. UMR
5. NE
6. SE
7. LU

RESULTS FROM 9-30-78

OPP-AVG
66-13.2
35-8.8
74-18.5
.73-18.3
133-33.3
.99-24.8
166-33.2

MINER SPECIAL

25% OFF

Unbelievable Savings
CALCULATORS & STEREOS

Calculators
18JIDS Insbuments
WAS
TI-59
·
TI-58 ..
... . ..
TI-57
.. ... ...
PC-l00A . ... . . .
MBA.-FINANCE
TI-55
·

$300
$125
S 60
$200
$ 70
$ 50
SA-40
... $ 25
BA- BUSINESS
$ 30
TI-5040 .. .
·
TI-25 ."
. . ...
TI-175O . ..
..
PROGRAMMER
SPEAK & SPELL
MODULE LIB. FOR

$110

$ 33
$ 25
$60
$55

H EWLE'TT' PACKARD

SALE
$219.95
$ 92.95
$ 45.95
$149.95
$ 52.95
$ 38.95
$ 19.95
$ 23.95
S 78.95
S 23.95
$ 17.95
$ ....95
$ .... 95

PIONEER SX-680
PIONEER SX-780
PIONEER SX-880

MENS MAGAZINES

SALE
$1 ....95
$222.95
$ .9.95
$130.95
$1 .... 95
$ .9.95
$ 69.95
$ 81.95
$ 65.1!5
$ 97.95
$359.95
$395.95
$599.95

1. Abo ... prices include AlC.AdBptor-Charg6r & Cerrylng Cess. $12.95
extm /or 1101220V Adaptor.
2. All above calculators have full one year factory warranty.
3. Enclose payment In lull with order. or remit $20 with order. bslsnce
C.O.D.
... Shipping charges: Add $3.00 lor calculators and .. % 01 price /or
r&C8ivers and 5% tor speakers.
5. FAST DELIVERY GUARANTEED only with M.O. or certified checks. Personal ch&Cks will delay the order until it cl88rs banks.

Speakers

LIST OURS
PIONEER SX-580 ......... $225 $166

Large Selection -Over 40

WAS
HP-l0 ... . ... .... $175
HP-l9C . ...... . $275
HP-21
. .. $ 60
HP-25C
. $160
HP-29C
... .... $175
HP-31E
.. $ 60
HP-32E
. ..$ 8!>
HP-33E
.. . .. $100
HP-37E
$ 75
HP-38E
. . $120
HP-67 ..
$450
HP-92
.. $495
HP-97 ...... .... $750

58, 59 $ 29.95

Receivers

~N'ID CUT-RATE LIQUOR

341-3322

......... $275
...... . .. $350
... . ..... S450

$ 195
$248
$313

PIONEER SX-980 . ........ $600

$0118

JVC JR-S61W
JVC JA- S81W
JVC JR-S201

........... $200
....... , . . . $300
.... $360

$155
$232
$270

.... $480

$360

JVC JR-S301

PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
ONLY WITH
CREDIT CARDS

814-237-5990
(Add 3% for Credit Card O rd ers)

.. .
.... .
JBL L-40
...
J8L L-50
......
J8L L- 100
..
JBL L-110
...
ADVENT lARGE .... ..
EPI 100V
. ...
ESS LS-8 ..... .......
J8L L-19

JBL L-36 (3-way)

LIST
$175
$2.0
$250
$325
$0100
$0110

OURS
'121 • .
$169 ea.
$173 . ..

$225 ea.

$239 eo.
$283 eo.

ea.

$1.0

$116

$109
$179

$ 79 eo.
$143 ea.

SEND

FOR
FREE
CATALOGUE

STEREO WAREHOUS E
110 NEW ALLEY, STATE COLLEGE , PA . 16801

